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Introduction

The current study is part of a larger research project that was first initiated at the Stord/Haugesund University College, which has integrated into the Western Norway University of Applied Science. The overarching research project is called Improvisation in Teacher Education: Curricula and Practice in Dynamic Interplay (IMTE), a project established to develop an understanding of what improvisation might mean as a teaching skill. The research team was led by Prof. Knut Steinar Engelsen and Prof. Magne Espeland. Other members of the team were subject teachers across various disciplines and a group of four PhD candidates who contributed subject-specific approaches from the areas of music, mathematics and pedagogy to the research effort. An international advisory board offered additional cross-disciplinary competence and contributed to defining the project and commenting on the research in seminars where the entire project group was present.

The current study is one of the four PhD research designs that was funded by the IMTE project. At the time of being accepted as a member, the distribution of the research focus among the research members was on the agenda. This particular project was assigned to directing its focus on learning activities in teacher education.

As discussed in more detail below, approaching a field with a preconceived understanding of the prevalence of a phenomenon, such as with improvisation, represents certain challenges regarding the research bias of the interpretative work. However, through initial discussions among the members of the research team and through consulting a shared literature reading list, a preliminary set of constructs was established for the early navigation in the respective research fields. In particular, in the earliest stages, a common working definition of the term improvisation was influenced by the writings of Professor Keith Sawyer, who coined the phrase ‘disciplined improvisation’, a term that seemed to capture the essence of a concept that could be used to delimitate and define our research focus: ‘Creative teaching is disciplined improvisation because it always occurs within broad structures and frameworks’ (Sawyer, 2004, p. 13). When applied to educational research, this
citation spurred investigations into what might constitute the structures and frameworks in settings that could be candidates for further research. In this case, the term ‘disciplined improvisation’ indicates that the concept that we pursued also might be grounded in professional competence and hence might be described as an asset of the professional practice of teaching.

Here, we ask the following: What learning activities that are taking place in teacher education might be worth investigating in the pursuit of developing knowledge on improvisation as a professional teaching skill? To respond to this, the activities that occur within a structure or framework had to be identified. In the opening sequence of one particular research group session, first, a musical piece was shared, and this displayed a musical notation on the projection screen as the music progressed. The presenter did not comment during the playback but reasoned immediately afterwards why he wanted to show the group this particular video clip. He was not at that time sure, he reasoned, of why he had done so; however, he noted that the music might function as a smooth opening early on the day for the participants attending the session. The idea emerged, that a person who presents information to the rest of the group does so within a structure that is constituted by the set of PowerPoint slides he or she has prepared. This short sequence of a presenter’s meta-reasoning on the content of a single PowerPoint slide is one of the earliest encounters with what later became the research topic of the current PhD thesis, that of presentation in teacher education. As it were, the research topic opened up for research and reflection on many levels that are adjacent to the concept of presentation and that connects with existing discourses on teacher education research, some of which have prevailed for decades.
Abstract

Situated in the context of teacher education, the current study seeks to understand the practice of presenting – here supported by digital technology – as a student learning activity. The study considers Shulman’s (1986) concepts on what constitutes teachers’ professional skills, which he coined pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). He identified the transformation and representation of subject content as two key aspects of teaching; transformation entails didactic reasoning regarding how to make the subject content comprehensible, whereas representation captures how to give ideas a material shape. The present study regards preparing and conducting a presentation as a process where the transformation and representation of the subject content occurs; first, this occurs during the process of designing the PowerPoint slides, and second, it happens while performing the slides for a group of learners.

The current study comprises three sub-studies that each contribute to the following overall research question: How can student-led presentations that are supported by semiotic technology be understood as a learning activity in teacher education?

By approaching a presentation as a semiotic practice (Zhao et al., 2014), transformation and representation take on additional meaning; it is a sign-making activity motivated by pedagogical ends. By applying the learning design sequence (LDS; Selander, 2008; Selander, 2017; Selander & Kress, 2010a) as an analytical tool, the students’ agentive process of sign making is modelled as two transformation cycles. The first cycle captures the students’ preforming activity of giving shape to knowledge by designing a semiotic artefact: a set of PowerPoint slides. The second cycle captures the performance of the slides for an audience.

The first study proposes a revision of the LDS so that it can be used as a framework for the analysis of empirical data derived from the video observations of first-year student teachers. These participants were observed as they presented reports from their practicum placement to their peers. In contrast to the original model, the amended version of the LDS captures the dynamic, multimodal interplay that occurs between the constituent elements of the slides and the presenter during the
performance. The revised LDS conceptualises the presentation as a ‘live’ multimodal event encompassing the performance of preformed materials and designs. The model is utilised as an analytical framework supporting the three articles that are published and that represent the scientific output of the current PhD study.

Using theoretical concepts pertaining to jazz improvisation, the second article delves deeper into interpreting the phenomena of presentation as a performative activity. The motivation behind the second study is to test theoretical devices developed by the jazz community as tools for researching the practice of presenting. The aim of the study is to develop concepts and terminology that may help in understanding what mechanisms are at play during the performance of presentations in educational settings.

If musical lead sheets depict ‘the kind of skeletal model that typically provides players with a framework for improvising’ (Berliner, 1994), preformed slides may be studied in terms of their properties as an improvisational framework. The philosopher Stephen Davies claimed that works made for performance can be ‘thick’ or ‘thin’ in their constitutive properties (2001); these perspectives are applied to study the design of the student-made slides prior to being performed. The concepts of horizontal and vertical playing (Baker, 1989) are adopted to interpret the student teachers’ performance of the slides. A vertical approach involves elaborating and expanding on the constituent elements of the slides, whereas a horizontal approach involves connecting the elements into coherent linear phrases. The outcome of the study is a model that has a double matrix operationalising the concept of improvisation in the current context. One axis permits the researcher to position a slide on a continuum between ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ according to the slide’s constituent elements. The other axis, spanning between ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’, reflects the student’s approach to performing the slide. By interpreting presentation as an improvisational activity, the article contributes new perspectives to the epistemology of teaching as commonly practised in higher education. The empirical data are video recordings of music students’ presentations for their peers of music lessons planned for their practicum placement.
The focus of the third study shifts from describing and interpreting the processes that unfold during presentation and towards the very subject content that is being presented. The study attains a meta-perspective on professional teacher development by exploring student teachers’ representations of what may be considered teachers’ professional knowledge. The study is based on the ontological idea that what is represented by the student teachers during their presentations is not isomorphic with a fixed reality but rather is a version of a socially constructed reality, one that is shaped by the situated interest and agency of the student teachers.

The study maps the students’ representations of professional knowledge by using a double dichotomy that spans between the universal and local and between the theoretical and procedural. The ‘knowledge landscape’ that appears calls into question what ‘epistemologies of teaching’ the students encounter in and outside of campus during their education. A discussion follows on how the traditional gap between theory and practice can be understood in light of the representations of professional knowledge made by student teachers themselves.

The overall outcome of the study supports a better understanding of presentation in teacher education, displaying it as an agentive act on the part of the student, who transforms and makes a representation of curricular issues, and who is influenced by the norms and contexts of campus-based practices in teacher education. The social semiotic perspective supports a perception of knowing and knowledge that is based on the ability to participate in the discourses of the society and interest-guided communities by using the available modes and means for expression. Situated in teacher education, the presentations contribute to bringing discourses of the profession into the classrooms on campus, hence offering the students an opportunity to reflect on subject matter that resides in the gap between campus and practicum. The improvisational features of performing the preformed remind us that knowledge representations in education are subject to the fluid logics of improvisational practices, where knowledge construction requires an awareness of the curricular framework and structures within which the teacher performs the knowledge.
Terminology

Artefact (semiotic artefact) – A semiotic resource that has a material form and incorporates selections from different semiotic modes (e.g., layout, texture, colour, sound) and media (e.g., visual, aural, print, electronic; Zhao, Djonov, & van Leeuwen, 2014, p. 355).

Epistemology – The branch of philosophy that deals with questions concerning the nature, scope and sources of knowledge. The nature of knowledge centres on the following questions: How do we know what we know? What makes us believe that something is ‘true’? Questions like these are epistemological in nature. Hofer and Pintrich (1997) stated, ‘Epistemology is a branch of philosophy concerned with the nature and justification of knowledge’ (Bates, 2015, p. 50).

Meaning making – Multimodal meaning making refers to the processes by which people use semiotic resources to make meaning in social settings. Meaning making is inherently linked to the different practices that people – as social actors – engage in. From this perspective, Kress and van Leeuwen (2001) described how meaning is made in the four (interrelated) domains of practices: discourse, design, production and distribution (Poulsen, 2015).

Mode – This term refers to a set of socially and culturally shaped resources used for making meaning. Mode classifies a ‘channel’ of representation or communication for which previously no overarching name had been proposed (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001). Examples of modes include writing and image on the page, moving image and sound on the screen and speech, gesture, gaze and posture in embodied interactions (MODE, 2012).

Multimodality – Multimodality is an interdisciplinary approach that understands communication and representation to be more than about language. Multimodal approaches have provided concepts, methods and a framework for the collection and analysis of visual, aural, embodied and spatial aspects of interaction and environments, along with the relationships among these (MODE, 2012).
Ontology – Social ontology is the study of the nature and properties of the social world. It is concerned with analysing the various entities in the world that arise from social interaction (Epstein, 2018).

Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) – PCK represents the blending of content and pedagogy into an understanding of how particular aspects of subject matter are organised, adapted and represented for instruction. To characterise the complex ways in which teachers think about how particular content should be taught, Shulman (1986) argued for ‘pedagogical content knowledge’ as the content knowledge that deals with the teaching process, including ‘the ways of representing and formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to others’ (Shulman, 1986, p. 9, in Mishra & Koehler, 2006).

Social semiotics – Social semiotics is an approach to communication that seeks to understand how people communicate by a variety of means in particular social settings. Modes of communication are what they are not because of a fixed set of rules and structures, but because of what they can accomplish socially in everyday instantiation. With this emphasis, a key question is how people make signs in the context of interpersonal and institutional power relations to achieve specific aims. (MODE, 2012).
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In a classroom at a Norwegian university college, a group of music student teachers are presenting lesson plans that they have designed for their forthcoming practicum placement in primary school to each other. A student is about to explain the didactic ‘what, how and whys’ of a music class he has prepared with the aim of introducing a song to a group of primary school pupils.

‘There are the lyrics’. As the student teacher is pressing the space bar on his laptop, he turns halfway towards the projection screen behind him. He points towards the visual slide that features the heading ‘La ti do re’. The heading is separated from the main body of the slide by a borderline drawn in the shape of a wave. The design template he has applied provides a dark blue background against the heading and a contrasting brighter nuance as the background for the main text. The verse lines ‘La ti do re, La ti do re, La ti do re do re mi’ are aligned in the centre of the slide and are orderly listed as three bulleted lines.

Still facing the projection screen, the student teacher addresses his fellow students: ‘Thought I might sing it. It goes like this’. Putting his palms together, he faces his audience and sings the tune in a soft voice. Although the text is still visible on the projection screen, the melody, which is reminiscent of a lullaby, can be heard as a solo vocal performance.

‘Those are the three parts which are being repeated’, he turns towards the projection screen and makes three movements with his left hand, imitating the indents for each of the three verse lines on the slide. ‘Those are what you sing like a canon … around and about each other, so it becomes quite cool’.
1. Background

Politicians and policy makers have been advocating for the implementation of digital technology and digital tools in education. Efforts have been made to equip teachers at all levels with the necessary competencies for utilising digital technologies that can enhance teaching and learning and for adequately preparing their students for life and work in a digital society (Redecker & Punie, 2017, p. 12). This tendency pervades the current discourses within the Norwegian educational system, where the equivalent of the K-12 curricula is undergoing a revision. Accordingly, what it means to be a digitally competent teacher is also being reconsidered. The newly developed concept of professional digital competence is a framework that captures both the aspect of professional development and the actual practice of the profession (Kelentrić, Helland, & Arstorp, 2017). The ambition of adapting digital technologies challenges teachers to develop their own digital competence to reach the aims of the profession.

The following section introduces some of the perspectives on digital practices that student teachers encounter during their studies. Student teachers participate in educational practices that are prevalent in higher education in general, not only in teacher education. Yet they study to become working professionals in compulsory school, which differs from higher education regarding how the aims and purposes of digital practices are formulated and enacted. The section that follows will position the subject matter of the current project – presentation as a learning activity in teacher education – within a framework that connects visions of the K-12 curricula with theory on representation and communication in a way that reflects the empirical observations made in the field.

1.1.1 Presentation as digital practice according to the framework for basic skills

An important aspect of studying to become a teacher is familiarising oneself with the realities of the profession. Students encounter the profession during practicum placements, by being embedded in school, and through campus based activities, such as studying the curricular framework that governs the field of practice. Therefore, it is
important that student teachers become acquainted with the fundamental ideas of the national curriculum.

The current Norwegian national curriculum of compulsory school – the Knowledge Promotion Reform (Ministry of Education and Research, 2006) – has been effective since 2006. At its core are five basic skills considered to be ‘fundamental to learning in all subjects as well as a prerequisite for the pupil to show his/her competence and qualifications’ (Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training [Udir], 2012, p. 5): oral skills, reading, writing, digital skills and numeracy. All basic skills are cultivated across all subjects, and how the skills can be developed in each subject is outlined in each subject curriculum.

The overall outline of the content of the construct, digital skills, saw a revision in 2012 and is likely to see further revisions when the new curriculum reform (The Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training, 2018) is put into effect in 2020. However, as a skill in the current school system, the term stresses both the ability to use digital artefacts, such as computer hardware and software, and it stresses the communicative work that one should be able to perform using the technology:

\[
\text{Digital skills involve being able to use digital tools, media and resources efficiently and responsibly, to solve practical tasks, find and process information, design digital products and communicate content. (Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training [Udir], 2012, p. 12)}
\]

Four subcategories, outlined in the framework for basic skills, offer a further specification regarding the central aspects of digital skills. Of particular relevance to the current study is the subcategory to produce, which reflects a particular stance towards meaning making:

\[
\text{Produce means being able to use digital tools, media and resources to compose, reapply, convert and develop different digital elements into finished products, e.g. composite texts. (Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training [Udir], 2012, p. 12).}
\]
This description of the ability to produce hints at a multimodal stance (Kress & Bezemer, 2015; Kress, 2010; Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001; Kress, 2003) towards meaning making in the digital domain; the term *composite texts* in the quote above refers to texts that consist of more meaning making resources than the written verbal language alone. Implicit is the view that other modes of language contribute to the overall meaning making through forming multimodal ensembles (Kress, 2003). Such modes, which are typically afforded by software, are images, moving images, graphics, pictures and sound. As a finished product, a composite text can be a document made in MS Word featuring text, graphics and images, or it can be a PowerPoint file made to comment and illustrate a topic using various modes where text is only one component of many. A multimodal take on meaning making will be dealt with more extensively below; however, it is important here to note that the framework, which the Norwegian National Curricula is based on, subscribes to a multimodal view on communication and production of meaning.

By referring to *produce* as a matter of reapplying and converting existing elements into composite texts, it is reasonable to draw a parallel to a distinct epistemological position that views knowledge and knowing as a matter of design, such as Designs for learning (Selander, 2008, 2010, 2017). Essential here is the view of *knowing* as being able to produce a representation of one’s knowledge by using the available modes of media at hand. Expressing knowledge, then, becomes a matter of giving knowledge a shape by transforming existing knowledge expressions through design and redesign. Knowing becomes a matter of transforming knowledge expressions that already exist because in this sense, knowledge is considered as not existing independent of shape and form. In other words, modes and multimodal ensembles provide environments for remaking meaning in interpretation as learning (Kress & Bezemer, 2015, p. 51).

This view on knowledge and knowing can also be inferred from the subcategory *communicate*, which, in the framework for basic skills, is defined as another subcategory of digital skills. The communicative aspect of being digitally competent
is tightly linked to the ability to present one’s knowledge and competence within a certain topic:

*Communication means using digital tools, resources and media to collaborate in the learning processes and to present one’s own knowledge and competence to different target groups.* (Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training [Udir], 2012, p. 12)

This view on successful communication as the ability to *present* one’s knowledge goes hand in hand with the epistemological stance referred to above when discussing the concept of *produce*. Knowing, then, becomes the ability to *communicate* using the available modes of media to *produce* a representation of one’s knowledge, a representation that is produced digitally and given shape through design and redesign.

The subcategories *to produce and communicate* are common across all five basic skills. This means that the subcategory of *produce* is present also in the specification of oral skills. *Produce*, as a subcategory of oral skills, is worth commenting upon because it may be considered as subscribing to the same multimodal perspective on language and communication as was identified for digital skills. However, whereas *produce* as an asset of digital skills focuses on the student’s ability to make a standalone digital document, *produce* as related to oral skills is concerned with the ability to combine spoken language with other modes afforded by the media and technology at hand, whether analogue (paper) or digital (a presentation). This is evident in the formulation of the differentiated levels of achievement pertaining to the term *produce* as a category of oral skills:

*Level 1: Can combine verbal language and nonverbal resources to create meaning.*

*(...)*

*Level 3: Can use spoken forms of language and choose appropriate nonverbal resources to support speech.*
Level 5: Can apply spoken language and nonverbal resources independently and critically.

(Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training [Udir], 2012, p. 7)

The common denominator for all five levels of achievement of produce as an oral skill is that oral skills involve making meaning with more than just verbal language and in combination with other resources for making meaning than speech alone.

Hence, the guidelines for the Norwegian National Curriculum promote a multimodal view on meaning making, one that is grounded in the framework for digital skills and oral skills, their subcategories and the specification of what the levels of achievement involve. The curriculum motivates activities where communicative skills are practised by producing digital artefacts alone and through communicative events unfolding in time where the meaning is distributed between multiple resources, verbal and nonverbal. This observation may legitimise and explain the prevalence of presentation as a learning activity in compulsory school in a Norwegian context. Therefore, during their preservice years on campus, student teachers should be made aware of both the theoretical and practical implications of the curricular guidelines.

Twelve years after its implementation, one might expect that students under the knowledge promotion reform – who have by now entered higher education – are familiar with creating and disseminating information using digital presentation tools. However, findings have indicated that in a Norwegian context, lecturers consider their students as knowledgeable yet not sophisticated users of digital technology. The students know how to operate PowerPoint but are missing the communicative skills that are required to successfully use presentation software such as PowerPoint (Tømte & Olsen, 2013).
1.1.2 Presentation in higher education

The digitalisation of higher education echoes that of compulsory school, and large investments have been made to digitalise campuses and to develop a digital infrastructure, hand in hand with enhancing the digital competencies of students and staff. The Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research has closely monitored the progress of the digitalisation of higher education and reported on the perceived outcomes among staff and students of its use and appliance (Norgesuniversitetet, 2015; Norgesuniversitetet, 2018; Ørnes, Wilhelmsen, Breivik, & Solstad, 2011; Wilhelmsen, Ørnes, Kristiansen, & Breivik, 2009). Studying the reports, the general tendency reflects a move over that has occurred the last decade from a focus on technology in itself towards a focus on how to use technology to solve pedagogical and didactic challenges. The most recent Norwegian national survey on implementation of digital technology in higher education concluded that ‘it is the pedagogical use of technology that has a positive effect on the learning experience and the learning outcome, not the technology in itself’ (Norgesuniversitetet, 2018, p. 88). However, they added that educational institutions have, in general, not come far in utilising the pedagogical potential in applying digital technology (Norgesuniversitetet, 2018, p. 88).

In the Norwegian context, the use of presentation software, such as PowerPoint, is regarded as one of many means when it comes to implementing digital technology to support teaching and learning. Lecturers have argued that students expect the technology to be applied and that it helps prepare the lectures, and many claim that it improves the teaching situation (Kjeldsen & Guribye, 2015, p. 205). Critical voices, however, have claimed ‘there are few pedagogical justifications for their use’ (Instefjord, 2015, p. 168).

1.1.3 ICT in Teacher education

To a lesser extent, the actual implementation of ICT in teacher education specifically has been surveyed (Hetland & Solum, 2008; Tømte, Kårstein, & Olsen, 2013). A decade ago, as a tool for teaching, the main focus was on ICT as presentation tools, both for teachers and students. The software is accessible, and the user level is
comparatively low. Reports also have stated that subject teachers should be able to use digital tools for planning, administration and presentation in their own work. This view on presentation software as an accessory to teaching is also reflected in the local plans within all teacher education institutional levels (Hetland & Solum, 2008).

The development of ICT in teacher education over the last decade has followed a move from focusing on technology itself to focusing on solving pedagogical and didactic challenges through the use of technology. This evolution is reflected in a reconceptualisation of teachers’ digital competence. In 2017, the Professional Digital Competence Framework for Teachers was launched by a working group. The work group builds on the national curriculum (Ministry of Education and Research, 2006) and the conceptualisation of the basic skills framework (Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training (Udir), 2012), as referred to above. Fundamentally, the revised framework represents a step towards perceiving digital competence as tightly related to the nature of the individual subjects, both for teachers and students: a professional, digitally competent teacher understands how digital developments are changing and expanding the content of the subjects. The framework also stresses the need for fostering the pupil’s digital skills in these subjects, not as an independent, auxiliary competence (Kelentrić et al., 2017).

How, then, does the recent development in the conceptualisation of digital skills in policy documents relate to the established pedagogical conceptions of teachers’ professional competencies? In the following section, the concept of teacher’s pedagogical content knowledge (PCK; Shulman, 1986, 1987) will be debated, and the essential skill of transforming and representing the subject content will be addressed as one area that characterises teachers’ professional knowledge and that might be relevant regarding the skills to align with the use of digital presentation technology as a tool for teaching. The revised model of technological pedagogical content knowledge (T-PCK; Mishra & Koehler, 2006) will be introduced as a framework that builds on Shulman’s ideas and that takes into consideration the knowledge of the pedagogical affordances of digital technology. The discussion will show that presentation is an activity involving the transformation and representation of subject
content through the use of digital tools. Building on the notion of transformation and representation as essential skills for teaching, the discussion will proceed by introducing the learning design sequence (LDS; Selander, 2008; Selander & Kress, 2010b), a model that will be applied to operationalise the concepts of transformation and representation anchored in the perspective of designs for learning. The LDS is based on a multimodal approach towards language and meaning making, and the LDS model captures the processes of transformation and representation in a multimodal context and contextualises the ideas of T-PCK into the domain of social semiotics.

1.1.4 **Technological pedagogical content knowledge**

Shulman (1986) identified what characterises expert teachers’ professional knowledge, the kind of knowing that separates a person who is knowledgeable of the subject content and one whom possesses the same understanding yet also can make the subject content comprehensible for learners. Central to Shulman’s conceptualisation of PCK is the notion of the transformation of the subject matter for teaching. Specifically, according to Shulman (1986, 1987), this transformation occurs as the teacher interprets the subject matter, finds multiple ways to represent it, and adapts and tailors the instruction materials to alternative conceptions and students’ prior knowledge. Representation, then, is the material manifestation of the transformation of the subject content that is committed to by the teacher through analogies, examples, demonstrations, simulations and the like using physical objects, speech or a digital artefact, such as PowerPoint slides.

The T-PCK theory (Mishra & Koehler, 2006) is an attempt to integrate technological artefacts into Shulman’s theories on teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge. At the heart of the T-PCK framework is the complex interplay of three primary forms of knowledge: content (CK), pedagogy (PK) and technology (TK).

The term technological content knowledge (TCK) is an understanding of the manner in which technology and content influence and constrain one another. Teachers need to master more than the subject matter they teach: they must also have a deep
understanding of the manner in which the representations that can be constructed can be changed by the application of technology (Herring, Koehler, & Mishra, 2016). Of relevance to the current study is the notion that by preparing and performing a presentation using digital technology, the subject content is transformed and represented by the student teacher.

The T-PCK concept supports the idea that knowledge of the affordances and constraints of the technology is essential for the teacher to appreciate the pedagogical and representational potential afforded by the technology. T-PCK underscores the idea that teachers should be aware of digital presentation tools as a possible means for transforming and representing subject content.

1.1.5 Designs for learning

In what follows, the LDS will be introduced as a starting point for conceptualising a presentation as a multimodal semiotic practice in the context of a technology-enriched classroom in teacher education. The LDS will be modified as a result of the findings of the current project, and the revised model will be presented in the results chapter. However, the starting point will be explained below because as a model, it is based on assumptions of epistemological character that connect with what is stated in the national curriculum on digital and communicative skills. In the current project, the model in its original state is transferred to teacher education settings as a tool for analysis. The application of the model in the current setting is based on the notion that on campus, the student teachers are learners of teaching and hence take the learner’s role in the model.

Before the model is introduced, some remarks will be made regarding what ontological and epistemological paradigm it adheres to. The perspective of designs for learning will be introduced along with the premises for this theory, which is grounded in social semiotics and the sociocultural perspective.

1.1.6 Social semiotics

Social semiotics is an iteration of the semiotics field and investigates human’s sign-making activities in social and cultural settings. The main task of social semiotics is
to develop analytical and theoretical frameworks that can explain meaning making in a social context (Thibault, 1990). Its basic assumption is that meanings are derived from social action and interaction through the use of semiotic resources as tools. It stresses the agency of sign makers, focusing on modes and their affordances, as well as the social uses and needs these modes serve (Jewitt, Bezemer, & O'Halloran, 2016). Within social semiotics, language is considered to be more than verbal language. Other systems for meaning making are referred to as semiotic modes; a mode can be defined as ‘a socially shaped and culturally given semiotic resource for making meaning’ that has distinct ‘affordances’ (Kress, 2010, p. 79). Semiotic modes can be visual, verbal, written, gestural or musical resources that are used for communication.

Social semiotics integrates the social aspect in meaning making processes and is concerned with how social processes influence the codes of language: how did the sign makers use the modes available to them to represent the world? In the current case, the social contexts are classroom settings in teacher education, where meaning making is influenced by the social and institutional framing. The student teachers are sign makers who present the subject content for their peers and thereby make representations of an aspect of the ‘world of education’ by drawing on the modes available in the setting. The social environment shapes – directly and indirectly and with differing dynamics – the semiotic resources through which the social can become material (Kress & Bezemer, 2015, p. 143).

Designs for learning is situated between social semiotics and sociocultural theory. Social semiotics is not first and foremost concerned with theories of learning but rather with the communicative process and how communication can be conceived of as making and interpreting meaning when using various semiotic resources. The sociocultural theory supplies the social semiotic perspective with dimensions such as the framing and contextualisation of communication situations and a view of the role cultural artefacts have in communication and learning. Designs for learning builds on and further develops the established approaches from within sociocultural theory and practices of sign making (Selander, 2008).
Designs for learning view knowing and learning as linked to the individual’s production and expression of meaning through utilising semiotic resources. The concept of understanding is related to the ability to use the available signs and to make new combinations of signs. The learner’s ability to make a representation of one’s understanding is central here:

The concept of ‘Designs for Learning’ highlights the material and temporal conditions for learning as well as the learning activity itself. The use of modes and media in processes of interpretation and identity construction is here central for understanding learning activities. Learning is thus seen as an activity where signs in different media (information) are elaborated, and where the forming of new signs in new media (re-configuration and re-contextualization) takes place. (Selander, 2008, s.12)

From the perspective of designs for learning, being able to communicate through semiotic resources is a key point, and there is no understanding beyond symbols. To understand, then, is being able to express one’s understanding through one or more established semiotic modes. Knowledge (knowing) is defined as the ability to use one or more established semiotic modes, i.e. the verbal language, to participate in the world in a meaningful way. Learning is viewed as the process of increasing one’s ability to use signs and symbols to participate in various situations in a meaningful way (Selander & Kress, 2010).

The term knowledge representations refers to symbolic systems, i.e. a picture or a model that represents certain aspects of a given phenomenon. Knowledge representations are never neutral and complete images of the topics they represent but are always reduced models of complex processes (Kempe & West, 2010). In school, the symbolic representation is in focus rather than what is being represented (Osberg & Biesta, 2003; Unsworth, 2011). Various knowledge representations emphasise and communicate different aspects of the subject matter, affecting the conditions for meaning making in learning situations (Kempe & West, 2010, p. 74). Likewise, in the
current research, the student teachers made PowerPoint presentations function as means for representing knowledge.

As will become clearer below, the LDS depicts learning activities as being centred around the previously mentioned conceptions of learning, knowledge and knowing. At the heart of the model is the representation, which emphasises the epistemological position that sees learners as makers of knowledge representations, which are their individual remaking of aspects of the world that are guided by their situational interest in the given learning context (Kress, 2010). These properties of the model will be transferred to and adapted to settings in teacher education where the presentation occurs.

1.1.7 Learning design sequences

The model for learning sequences was originally made to identify the critical stages in a creative learning process where meaning making takes place. The models below illustrate learning processes manifested in an informal situation and thereafter as a scene in a formal learning process. In its simplest form, the main principles are present: the starting point is a situation grounded in a social context, and it is governed by social norms where a set of semiotic resources are available. Everyday situations, where the purpose of the action is not explicitly stated, can exemplify this model.
An informal situation can be exemplified by a person asking for directions to his or her destination. The modes available are the spoken language and gestural devices, that is, pointing. A response to a question can be articulated by language and gestures, a multimodal ensemble, which – when articulated together – represent the direction which may lead the person asking to his or her destination.

As expressed in a formal teaching setting, the formal LDS (below) is introduced and initiated by the teacher. The sequence is influenced by the formal goals for achievement, institutional norms and predesigned learning resources, i.e. PowerPoint. The learning process, which consists of transforming and forming the subject content by using semiotic resources, is enclosed in assessment and evaluation routines. The learning process is oriented towards making new forms of representation, such as graphic displays, essays, a presentation or a musical performance. In addition to letting the students express their understanding in terms of a representation, the model includes presentation as an activity that encompasses sharing the representation with peer students and the teacher and experiencing a meta-reflection on the learning outcome.
Data for the current PhD study were collected by video recording student teachers’ presentations for their peers in classrooms on campus; this was scheduled based on the term plans. These settings correspond to the secondary transformation cycle in the model above. The presentations are the outcome of the assignments on various topics that were made by the subject teachers. Representations, in these cases, are the digital artefacts: PowerPoint slides, which the students have produced based on transforming the source material, such as experiences from practicum, chapters from a book on classroom management, a novel or their own lesson plans for instructing music in practicum. The semiotic software (Zhao et al., 2014), PowerPoint, affords users access to modes such as text and the possibility to place images and graphics spatially in the layout, embedding sound and video and other media forms.

The presenter communicates through speech, but also through gesture, such as pointing, thus highlighting certain elements of a densely populated visual
representation. The presentation event is reflected in the model above as the second transformation cycle, where the subject teachers observe and assess the student’s performance. A dialogue among the presenter, subject teacher and peer students facilitates meta-reflection on the learning outcome of the assignment.

The LDS encompasses ideas of learning and teaching as ways to facilitate sign making processes, which are perspectives used to support the current research project. The concept of didactic design captures how social processes can be shaped and can then support the conditions for learning and for how individuals can redesign information through processes of meaning making. Students’ sharing of information by presenting it is an example of a didactic design used by subject teachers in teacher education.

_Framing_ is a concept linked to the idea of designs for learning and incorporates physical and psychological contextual resources, such as institutional norms, habits of mind, sanctions and patterns. The semiotic resources at hand in terms of sign systems and that are available for meaning making are also to be considered part of the framing of the situation. The organisation of the framing affects how one can work, what information is available and what kind of representation is possible for the student to make. In the current setting, the _framing_ demarcates what is to be presented by the students in terms of a specific assignment formulated by the subject teachers. To some extent, the semiotic resources are limited by the habitual norms of presenting using PowerPoint, which often is reduced to text and images accompanied by speech. However, some informants of the current project challenged this functional fixedness (German & Barrett, 2005) and introduced their presentations with by performing a role play, which draws on spatial organisation, proximity and spoken language; yet others recorded their own video and embedded this as the mode of moving images in their PowerPoint slides.

An important aspect of this matter is the _staging_ of an activity, which refers to how a particular situation is arranged, how activities are initiated and what norms and expectations are actualised in the situation. The aim and purpose of a learning
sequence can be expressed explicitly through curricula, but it may also be implicitly expressed through conventions and culturally inherited expectations (Selander & Kress, 2010b). As will be shown below, the current PhD study further develops the idea of staging as an aspect of the very performance of a presentation, that is, the representation of the subject content in action.

Whereas the staging draws attention to how a teacher acts to realise the design of a learning sequence, the present study draws attention to how staging also may encompass the actions of the person who performs a presentation. Therefore, the current study has developed the conceptions of performing the preformed (van Leeuwen, 2016) as theoretical devices that can address how a semiotic artefact (constructed in the first transformation cycle), that is PowerPoint slides, are being performed for an audience in the second transformation cycle. Whereas the original LDS depicts a presentation as a unidirectional process where a student’s presentation is subject to being assessed and commented upon, the current study sees staging as a term that directs attention towards the actions that unfold during presentation and the multimodal interplay that occurs between the performer and the preformed PowerPoint slide. This also acknowledges that no two persons would have articulated in the same way a common set of PowerPoint slides. Staging, therefore, invites the researcher to explore the concept of performance as a way of scrutinising the very action that unfolds in the LDS’s second transformation cycle. The current PhD study looks to performance studies (Carlson, 2017; Schechner, 2017) to seek knowledge on the ongoing action that takes place during presentations as the presenter performs the preformed slides. As will be outlined below, several key concepts of designs for leaning, such as framing and staging, find their counterparts in performance studies. Therefore, the inclusion of perspectives offered by performance studies may broaden the value of the LDS as a model representing the artefacts, actions and activities that unfold in the classroom in teacher education.

1.1.8 Performativity

The first article of the current project builds on the notion of presentation as a process that involves preforming the slides prior to their performance. As it is used in the
article, the concept of performance does not go beyond a colloquial usage. There are, however, important aspects developed in the field of performance studies that can bring about a deeper understanding of presentation as a performative activity and thereby validate the use of the term, as follows:

A performance studies scholar examines texts, architecture, visual arts, or any other item or artefact of art or culture not in themselves, but as players in ongoing relationships, that is, ‘as’ performances. (...) Briefly put, whatever is being studied is regarded as practices, events, and behaviours, not as ‘objects’ or ‘things’. This quality of ‘liveness’ – even when dealing with media or archival materials – is at the heart of performance studies. (Schechner, 2017, p. 4)

In the first article of the current PhD study, the amended LDS is introduced to the reader. The LDS models learning activities that are situated in an educational environment, in this case, in teacher education. The lesson wherein the presentation takes place is referred to as the ‘setting’. In the first article, the settings observed are described in terms of what artefacts for teaching are present, such as the lectern, the projector and screen, and in terms of the seating arrangement that positions the peer audience close to the presenter, much in the same fashion an audience would be placed in a semicircle to interact with a performing artist. This type of setting can be described in terms of its objects and entities and its spatial arrangements; it can also be described in terms of its temporal qualities, that is, how events are organised in time. Clearly, a lesson can be identified by having a beginning whereby its participants – both presenters and their audience – are summoned to a class at a particular time. However, the performances that take place in educational settings are no elaborate theatre plays with detailed stage plots and written parts rehearsed by heart; rather, the metaphorical use of performance is done deliberately to capture its fluid and flexible properties.

Goffman (2002) pioneered research in ‘social drama’ to contrast the concept of ‘aesthetic drama’ and looked at how social mechanisms organised settings outside the
theatre sphere. He defined performance as ‘all the activity of an individual which occurs during a period marked by his continuous presence before a particular set of observers and which has some influence on the observers’ (Goffman, 2002, p. 22). For a start, this definition may suffice in anchoring the educational practice of presenting within the domain of performance studies. The presenter has a continuous presence in front of the audience, and in terms of influence, this may refer to the learning outcome that is the implicit aim of any presentation.

Within performance studies, the concept of *framing* has attained a central focus. A framing arrangement, according to Goffman (2002), is what places a circumscribed sequence of activity before persons in an ‘audience’ role whose duty it is to observe at length the activities of the ‘performers’ without directly participating in those activities (Carson, 2017, p. 36). Transferred to the domain of education, framing arrangements are the layout of the classrooms which places the presenter up front before the audience. The teaching resources, such as the digital infrastructure, support in performing the activities. As mentioned above, by default, the seating arrangements are set to focus the learners’ attention towards the presenter.

The notion of framing also carries with it a notion of what is performed and its relationship to ‘normal life’. Here, a frame is an organising principle for setting apart social events from the ‘untransformed reality’, which is a similar event that would be outside the frame (Carson, 2017, p. 36). The framing arrangement thus serves to put an event that otherwise resembles real life into the realm of fiction, becoming ‘uplifted to the view’ or ostended (Carson, 2017, p. 37). Hence, performance resembles some pieces of normal life, but by means of framing the arrangements, the performer and audience agree that what takes place is not reality itself; rather, performance is a *representation* of reality or a version there of. This dichotomy between reality on the one hand and ‘reality represented’ on the other hand is dealt with thoroughly in the current research project, and it is explored in the third article, which departs from Biesta’s observation of how schooling relies on a representational epistemology (Osberg & Biesta, 2003), one where the ‘outside world’ is represented in the classroom. On an ontological level, performances and education share a
relationship with reality in that what is staged in front of the spectator is a representation of aspects of the world, not reality itself.

This reference to performance studies contributes to deepening the understanding of the concept of the performance of the preformed, which are the labels used to describe what takes place in the first and second transformation units of the revised model of the LDS. Performance studies have attributed meaning to the social setting and the contextual framework, which echoes how the social semiotic theory sees the act of meaning making in relation to circumstantial conditions. Here, performativity may contribute to understanding the notion of schooling based on a representative epistemology in that performance theories see performance as a representative form of expression. Hence, the performance theory offers some perspectives across all three research designs of the current research project.
2. Research questions (RQ)

The overarching main question of the PhD thesis is formulated to provide a meta-perspective on the entire research project. The main question is relevant to each individual article because it contextualises the findings as pertinent to investigating teachers’ professional knowledge. Yet at the same time, the question functions as an overarching question, here viewing all three articles as an effort to illuminate one single issue: understanding presentation as a learning activity situated in teacher education. *How can student-led presentations that are supported by semiotic technology be understood as a learning activity in teacher education?*

Table 1 displays the research questions and the corresponding titles of the published materials, along with the overall research question and how the three articles – referring to their titles and research questions – are designed to respond to this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OVERALL RESEARCH QUESTION:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>How can student-led presentations that are supported by semiotic technology be understood as a learning activity in teacher education?</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDY 1 (TITLE &amp; RQ)</th>
<th>STUDY 2 (TITLE &amp; RQ)</th>
<th>STUDY 3 (TITLE &amp; RQ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performing the preformed:</strong> Towards a conceptual framework for understanding teaching as a curricular transformation</td>
<td>‘Playin’ the changes’—A jazz approach to researching student teachers’ PowerPoint presentations</td>
<td>Teaching represented: A study of student teachers’ representations of the professional practice of teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can the multimodal and dynamic interplay between the student teacher and the digital representation of the</td>
<td>How does improvisation materialise in the multimodal interplay between the preformed curricular items and the</td>
<td>What epistemological positions can be inferred from the student teachers’ own representations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Research questions

| curricula be analysed, described and understood? | performer in student-led presentations in teacher education? | of professional teacher knowledge as experienced on campus and in practicum? |

The first study is designed to develop a framework that allows the researcher to capture the processes, entities and artefacts at the observed settings. The question is formulated to reflect the theoretical stance that of designs for learning, which is the theoretical foundation of the LDS. The output of the study is an amended version of the LDS that will be referred to as the analytical framework for the two subsequent articles. The research question of the first study reads as follows: *How can the multimodal and dynamic interplay between the student teacher and digital representation of curricula be analysed, described and understood?*

The second study evolves from the revision of the LDS model from the first study, which establishes that presentations feature the characteristics of performativity; a framework, which is represented by the *preformed* slides, and the transformation of these by the student teacher during their *performance*. The exploration of the construct of improvisation in the settings under scrutiny can be justified as follows: *How does improvisation materialise in the multimodal interplay between the preformed curricular items and the performer in student-led presentations in teacher education?*

The amended LDS from the first study features a table that suggests at what level inferences can be made; this is done by applying the LDS to learning activities such as presentation. The first level is that of *description* and supports – as exemplified in the first article – describing the presentation as a multimodal event featuring semiotic technology. The next level of making inferences is that of *interpretation*. This approach is applied in the second article, which interprets presentation as the *performance* of the *preformed*; the data are analysed as an expression of an improvisational practice. The final level of making inferences is the *curricular* level.
In the third substudy, the attention is hence directed at the very material that is subject to presentation. Departing from the discourse on the ‘gap’ that students perceive as existing between the knowledge disseminated on campus and that required in practicum, the third study analyses student teachers’ reflexive accounts from practicum and their presentations of the chapters from a handbook in classroom management. A ‘knowledge landscape’ (Burnett, 2006; Clandinin & Connelly, 1998) is drawn, here reflecting the epistemological positions that are implicit in the student-made representations of professional knowledge. Thus, the curricular level of the analytical framework is captured by the theme of ‘teacher’s professional knowledge’ as represented by student teachers in their reports. The research question of the third study reads as follows: *What epistemological positions can be inferred from the student teachers’ own representations of professional teacher knowledge as experienced on campus and in practicum?*

A common feature of the research questions is that they reflect the theoretical and methodological design of each substudy. This may support the coherence and integrity of the design and the actual research activities when they are conducted, and it may aid the researcher in seeing the overall structure, which connects the analysis with the theoretical foundation on which the research has been grounded. Each of the research questions reflects the particular field and settings subject to scrutiny (Agee, 2009). The theoretical framework is reflected in the formulation of each question to aid in defining the cases and what parameters to emphasise (Yin, 2003) within the methodological framework.
3. The epistemology of practice – a case for improvisation as a teaching skill that negotiates the space between the preformed and the performed

The current research project approaches presentation as a phenomenon in which knowledge is instantiated in action because of the transformation of subject content that the presenter undertakes by preforming and performing it. Knowledge representations are instantiated in action as multimodal ensembles, here combining the semiotic resources afforded by the presentation software and the presenter’s embodied resources, such as speech and gesture. These qualities align the presentation with that of performance, particularly because the semiotic artefacts are parts of ongoing relationships and thereby attain a sense of ‘liveness’ (Schechner, 2017). The following section will recapitulate seminal literature on the professional knowledge on which teachers draw, a knowledge that is embedded in their practice. The aim of recapitulating the literature is to investigate if the ‘liveness’ of a presentation has common features with aspects already described by scholars as characteristic of teachers’ professional practical knowledge. If it does, the current PhD project may contribute to the existing understanding of teachers’ particular professional knowledge, which here would be PCK exercised in action by transforming and representing the subject content.

This section begins by exploring the views on the relationship between domain-specific scientific theory and the corresponding practice within the profession. These discussions tend to depart from the epistemological assumption that the solution to good practice lies in conceptualising a reflective relation between theory and practice (van Manen, 2008); however, as the literature referred to below has indicated, not all aspects of practice can be related to the operationalisation of a core scientific theory.

Donald Schönb critiqued the prevailing view of his time on technical rationality and its corresponding view on competent practice as ‘application of knowledge to instrumental decisions’ (1992). He claimed that in certain circumstances,
competencies considered to be central to professional practice have no place in the underlying models of professional knowledge. The ‘indeterminate zones’ of practice prove to be resistant to readily accessible solutions derived from theory; hence, this calls for a rethinking of what might constitute professional knowledge. Schön presented the terms ‘knowing-in-action’ and ‘reflection-in-action’ to capture the tacit knowledge embedded in action and to provide a new focus regarding the on-the-spot decision making of professional practitioners. To contrast the rational application of scientific knowledge, Schön introduced ‘professional artistry’ as a metaphor to mirror the reflection-in-action embedded in practice. By nature, artistry cannot be reduced to the exercise of describable routines and is hence tied to acknowledgement of the indeterminacy of the world and the failure of a paradigm rooted in technical rationality (Kinsella, 2010).

The critique raised by Elliott Eisner somewhat echoed that of Donald Schön’s. Eisner wished to re-establish the legitimacy of the art and craft of teaching to respond to the scientific heritage that influences the educational policies of his time: that of the general methodologies of the social sciences applied to the specifics of education and the positivistic approach inherited from Thorndike’s stimulus-response school. Eisner’s view on teaching as an art stemmed from his presumptions that no science of teaching can reduce the practice of teaching to routines and that the classroom is a dynamic enterprise that requires the teacher to be able to read the dynamic structures of signification that occur in these settings (Eisner, 1983).

Max van Manen agreed with the view that the dynamics and challenges of the classroom call for a different understanding of the teacher’s practical knowledge. However, he claimed that the conception of the teacher as a reflective practitioner and the knowledge-in-action models ‘suffer from practical flaws’ in that it fails to capture the interactive reality of the classroom (van Manen, 1995; van Manen, 2008). He developed the ‘pedagogical tact’ notion to describe the improvisational pedagogical-didactical skill of instantly knowing, from moment to moment, how to deal with students in interactive teaching-learning situations (van Manen, 1986). His conception of tact encompasses a critique of the notion of reflection-in-action in that
he claimed ‘what teachers do is not first of all reflectively reasoned thought translated into action. Rather, action itself already constitutes a type of knowledge that cannot always be translated back into propositional statements or cognitive theories’ (van Manen, 2008, p. 17). Tact is in its very practice a kind of knowing.

3.1 Improvisation as professional skill

Extending the discourse on the nature of teachers’ professional knowledge and expertise, educational researchers have explored the applicability of the concept of improvisation to educational settings. A fuller understanding of what this particular concept may mean can first be found by looking at common definitions of improvisation and, second, by looking at improvisation as a metaphor and on which properties of the metaphor scholars have attempted to transfer from the domains of jazz and theatre to understand the domain of education.

Improvisation is often associated with an unprepared response to a given situation. Dictionaries have promoted this understanding of the term. Merriam-Webster defined the verb to improvise as ‘to speak or perform without preparation’ (2004). The Oxford dictionary offered a similar definition: ‘to create and perform (music, drama, or verse) spontaneously or without preparation’ (Pearsall, 2003). The Latin root of improvisation is *improvisus*, or unforeseen or unprepared.

Improvisation carries its domain-specific interpretations and is an inherent feature of jazz music. However, contrary to the quotes from these dictionaries, in his landmark book Thinking in Jazz, ethnomusicologist Paul Berliner (1994) claimed that the popular conception of improvisation as ‘performance without previous preparation’ is fundamentally misleading. His study showed that there is ‘a lifetime of preparation and knowledge behind every idea that an improviser performs’. Berliner’s definition of improvisation in jazz music reads as follows: ‘Improvisation involves reworking precomposed material and designs in relation to unanticipated ideas conceived, shaped, and transformed under the special conditions of performance, thereby adding unique features to every creation’ (Berliner, 1994, p. 241).
The Norwegian scholar and jazz musician Bjørn Alterhaug acknowledged that there is a common perception of improvisation as resorting to plan ‘B’ if everything else fails. However, in his own research on improvisational practices, he pursued a definition that considers Berliner’s remark, and Alterhaug ‘recognises that successful, creative improvisation is dependent on preparation and training as fundamental factors in spontaneous and intuitive action’ (2004).

A close reading of educational researchers Beghetto and Kaufman’s definition of improvisation can show that they have modified Berliner’s definition to fit with the domain of education: ‘Disciplined improvisation in teaching for creativity involves reworking the curriculum as planned in relation to unanticipated ideas conceived, shaped and transformed under the special conditions of the curriculum-as-lived, thereby adding unique or fluid features to the learning of academic subject matter’ (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2011, p. 96). Their use of the term disciplined improvisation (Sawyer, 2004; Sawyer, 2011) reflects that the improvisational activities occur within structures and frameworks represented by ‘curriculum as planned’. The term disciplined improvisation also denotes an expert criterion: ‘they have mastered the knowledge base of expertise identified by these scholars, and at the same time, they know how to apply this expertise in improvisational practice’ (Sawyer, 2011, p. 9).

3.2 The jazz metaphor

Within the literature on improvisation in educational contexts, scholars have commonly drawn on the features of the improvisation metaphor as found in the arts, in particular jazz improvisation and improvised theatre. The use of a metaphor is a legitimate approach in exploring a field because ‘a memorable metaphor has the power to bring two separate domains into cognitive and emotional relation by using language directly appropriate to the one as a lens for seeing the other’ (Black, 1962, p. 236). Alfonso Montouri acknowledged the link between improvisation and the lived experiences of complexity and sought to challenge the norms of the social sciences in his use of the improvisation metaphor: ‘As I use it here, it is a musical metaphor, and therefore brings in all the elements from the arts that were successfully
avoided by the social sciences’ (Montuori, 2003). Montouri served as a pivotal figure in that he brought the theme of art and artistry – the opposite of technical rationality – into the discussion on the relationship between theory and practice, thus advocating for the inclusion of the term improvisation in the discourse on the epistemology of practice.

In his controversial 1958 article in which he debated the emerging styles of modern jazz, Gunther Schuller described modern jazz improvisation as a ‘melodic-rhythmic extemporaneous composing process in which the sole organising determinant was the underlying chord pattern’ (Schuller, 1958). Such notions of jazz improvisation as being derived from organising principles later inspired the metaphorical interpretation among scholars of improvisation, who began to see improvisation as taking place within structures and frameworks. This is also exemplified by Schön, who described the structure underlying improvisation as ‘a shared schema of meter, melody, and harmony that gives the piece a predictable order’ (Schön, 1992, p. 13). Berliner remarked that a quality of creative improvisation is the generation of the unpredictable, the unusual, the unforeseen, within preexisting structures of the song form, navigating the edge between innovation and tradition (Berliner, 1994).

Likewise, Nicholas Sørensen noted that ‘improvisations are determined by spontaneous and intuitive decisions arriving from the dynamic interplay between fixed and informal, generative structures’ (Sørensen, 2015, p. 157). Hence, using the jazz metaphor to shed light on the nature of professional improvisation creates a foundation for understanding improvisation as an activity that occurs within preexisting structures.

3.3 Improvisation in education

However, the properties identified in jazz that are considered to be relevant for teaching seem to vary among scholars: the features that have been identified are the intuitive and improvisatory elements of performance and the relationships between rules, procedures, technique and performance (Humphreys & Hyland, 2002, p. 9). Others have emphasised creativity and interaction in group activities (Alterhaug,
Borko and Livingston (1989) underlined characteristics such as teachers’ ‘flexibility in their plans and their responsiveness to students during interactive teaching’.

From the established literature on teachers’ professional knowledge, the PCK reflects the unique characteristics of the knowledge of the teaching profession, which consists of ‘the blending of content and pedagogy into an understanding of how particular topics, problems or issues are organised, represented and adapted to the diverse interests and abilities of learners for instruction (Shulman, 1987, p. 8). As noted above, the improvisation metaphor is seen as pointing at the aspect of responsivity, being an asset that teachers should be in command of and that Sawyer outlined in his article on classroom discussion as a format that challenges the teachers’ professional knowledge base. A high degree of PCK is required by the teacher to be able to respond to the unexpected student queries which occur during classroom interaction (Sawyer, 2004). The equivalent term of ‘didaktik analysis’ describes the preparatory work on the part of the teacher in analysing the fundamental principles and structures of the subject content and the way it can become comprehensible for the pupils of a given class. Klafki described the ‘didaktik analysis’ (Klafki, 1995) as draft in character because planning is the design of opportunities and possibilities for pupils and may give way to a wider interpretation of the improvisatory application of teacher expert knowledge. Loveless referred to how ‘professional knowledge can express both the ‘science’ of careful design for learning and the ’art’ of openness and improvisation in making connections within and between subject domains’ (Loveless, 2007, p. 520).

A recent review article distinguished between literature concerned with the roots of improvisation and literature on the application of improvisation as a concept transferred to other contexts (Holdhus et al., 2016). By exploring improvisation as practised in the root traditions of rhetoric, music and theatre, common features were identified, such as how improvisation is inseparably linked to (a) communication and dialogues, (b) structure and design, (c) repertoire and (d) context (Holdhus et al., 2016).
Based on the findings of a pilot study, the investigators identified the typologies of improvisation in terms of how these typologies could be applied in educational settings: the typologies were derived from observations of the dialogical aspects of teaching, of the (re-)ordering of sequences of activities in response to circumstances and on the use of examples and activity forms in class (Mæland & Espeland, 2017). Others have assumed a different perspective, asking in-service teachers of their perceptions of improvisation as a teaching skill. Here, the respondents identified the same four base categories of the previously mentioned studies. However, there was a debate regarding the role of the improvising teacher regarding the structural demands in Norwegian school contexts, such as teachers’ responsibility and accountability (Aadland, Espeland, & Arnesen, 2017). This latter study problematised the concept of improvisation in the context of teachers’ space for agency in the age of accountability.

Compared with jazz and theatrical improvisation, improvisation in educational settings seems to be missing ‘an explicitly held and deliberately taught body of knowledge about how to successfully improvise to accomplish the intended aims of the profession’ (DeZutter, 2011, p. 29). Therefore, the current project borrows established concepts from the art of jazz improvisation to aid in researching the practice of presenting in teacher education. This is justified by acknowledging the analytical approach to jazz improvisation, which manifests in numerous method books and in accounts of jazz within musicology. Jazz improvisation resides within a framework of semicomposed materials and designs that are represented by lead sheets. Jazz musicians relate to the preformed elements and structures during their improvised musical performances. By sharing the fundamental property of performing the preformed, the concepts derived from the art of jazz improvisation may help in obtaining insights into the performative activity of presentation in education.

The second study in the current project conceptualises improvisation in educational settings by linking it to the transformation and reworking of subject content – as it occurs within the framework of the precomposed slides – which are called either
thick or thin according to their constituent properties. The notion of horizontal and vertical approaches differentiates the presenter’s way of reworking the elements present on the projector screen. A vertical approach goes beyond these givens by elaborating, extending and augmenting what is already present, whereas a horizontal approach refers to how a presenter connects the givens, not by adding information, but rather by reading what is there and then making connections by linking together the elements present on the slide. In the current study, the concept of improvisation is thereby linked theoretically and empirically to the transformation and representation of the subject content and is as such an asset of the essential teaching skills as defined by Shulman (1986, 1987) in the PCK construct. Therefore, it is possible to argue that improvisation exists as a teaching skill that may enable the teacher to mediate the transformation and representation of subject content for the students in the classroom.
4. A rationale for adapting the LDS as an interpretative framework

In the following section, the epistemic approach of the study will be clarified by using perspectives from the philosophy of science. A rationale will be provided for the use of the improvisation metaphor as a tool for illuminating the practice under scrutiny. Using the properties of improvisation within the arts as a root metaphor, aspects of the practice of presentation can be addressed for investigation. The limitations of the power of metaphors will be discussed, and an argument for establishing a theoretical construct in terms of the LDS model will be brought forward.

4.1 Of hermeneutics

The current study bears the characteristics of hermeneutics in that it is concerned with interpretation and bringing clarity to a phenomenon that suffers from a lack of understanding (Taylor, 1998). However, contrary to the origin of hermeneutics, which dealt with the interpretation of text, the current project focuses on the interpretation of human behaviour in a specific context; the outcome of the study will be an interpretation that may yield a new understanding of a phenomenon thought to be prevalent in educational practice: that of the transformation and representation of the subject content through improvisation.

A challenge of modern hermeneutic science is preunderstanding and the way an interpretation may be biased by a preconceived perception of what meaning is embedded in the object of study, either it being in a text or set of actions. Therefore, it is necessary to problematise the concept of improvisation as a preconceived understanding of what is going on in the events that are subject to observation.

Gadamer (2004b) referred to how Heidegger acknowledged that ‘interpretation begins with fore-conceptions that are replaced by more suitable ones. This constant
process of new projection constitutes the movement of understanding and interpretation’ (p. 280). Any research project will have a starting point regarding the definition, and narrowing down, of its field of research. This starting point may in turn rest on presuppositions and a fore-understanding regarding how that field can be considered a researchable object in itself. To formulate research questions, the researcher may possess a minimum set of presuppositions to direct the focus of a study towards a particular set of entities of the world. *Improvisation* is a theme carried over from the aim and intentions of the overarching research project and should be addressed as a fore-conception of what is going on in the settings observed.

Gadamer, extending the tradition of Heidegger, spoke of the importance of being conscious of one’s own prejudices and fore-meaning: ‘The important thing is to be aware of one’s own bias, so that the text can present itself in all its otherness and thus assert its own truth against one’s own fore-meanings’ (2004a, p. 282). In the context of the current study, Gadamer (2004a) can be read as suggesting that the researcher should strive to obtain an awareness of the meaning of the object in itself to balance the preconceived understanding that the researcher carries into the field. The researcher should hence foreground the appropriation of fore-meanings and prejudice and be open to an object’s alterity. This meta-perspective may describe what Gadamer called the ‘hermeneutically trained consciousness’ (Gadamer, 2004a, p. 282).

So how can the current research project see beyond the concept of improvisation and allow for a nonbiased interpretation of the field subject to observation? Below, Charles Taylor’s criteria for the science of man will be used as a lens for approaching the field of this study. Taylor’s perspective will be used in an attempt to separate the conception of improvisation from the observable indicators that are manifested in the field:

*There are, to remind ourselves, three characteristics that the object of a science of interpretation has: it must have sense or coherence; this must be*
The first response to the quotation above is to establish to what extent there is coherence in the studied field. In principle, this has to do with perceiving the object of study as something that is only partially understood, unclear and cloudy and that requires a researcher’s effort to bring to light ‘the underlying coherence or sense’ (Taylor, 1998, p. 3). In the current project, the language used for the initial description of the field should hence avoid using terms suggesting preunderstanding, such as improvisation. Rather, the field should be considered as an established set of activities that are common across institutions in teacher education, of which there are aspects that are unclear. An initial aim would be to question the fuzzy parts of the practice and problematise the relationship between the teacher student’s articulation of topics and the co-present series of slides.

On the other hand, there are aspects of this practice that seem to be comprehensible when looking at them with common sense; the practice of peer teaching is prompted by compulsory assignments given by subject teachers in higher education. There are likely to be certain social conventions at play and expectations to be met that guide the practice of the students in action, as well as the practice of the peer students watching. There is likely to be a pedagogical purpose that justifies the events taking place in teacher education, that is, the aim of preparing the students of a practice that is relevant for their future profession. A researcher’s initial approach to the field would hence be to acknowledge the recognisable properties of the practice, along with the less obvious ones, and thus claim a partial coherence of the object of study.

Taylor’s second parameter is that the object of science must be separable from its expression; it must be possible to draw a distinction between the meaning and its expression (Taylor, 1998, p. 5). Taylor used the term ‘signifiers’, echoing the theories on semiotics formulated by Saussure, when referring to the indicators or observable aspects of a research object. It should be mentioned that according to Saussure, a sign carries two dimensions – signifier and the signified – a sign’s expression and its
meaning, and this relationship is arbitrary (Saussure, 1974). There are only conventions in culture that give a word its semantic meaning. The word ‘cat’ is given its meaning by its use, not by any properties of the sound or letters. There is no natural sign where meaning is given by the sign itself, according to Saussure. When transferred to the settings of this project, this dualism may shed light on the relationship between the perceivable expressions made by students in their context as ‘signifiers’: their actions, talk, gestures and gaze, and the external concept believed to take place, that of improvisation, which is an activity and a verb that may be regarded as ‘the signified’ indirectly through the observable actions.

4.2 Improvisation – a metaphor?

Having established that there is a distinction between the object of study and its expression, connecting the ideas of the two philosophers Charles Taylor and Max Black can make for a deeper understanding. Black (1962) described how metaphors may aid in understanding a field of research. The purpose of bringing in a metaphor to the science of interpretation is to derive meaning or to transfer properties of the metaphor to the field of exploration to ‘see a new subject matter in a new way’ (Black, 1962, p. 236). One condition for being able to speak of a phenomenon in terms of metaphor is that there must be a distinction between an object and its expression. Otherwise, a metaphor could not shed light on other domains than itself.

A consequence of the reasoning above is that the object of study for the current research project is not improvisation or improvisational practice; rather, the object of study is student teachers’ use of presentation technology when teaching their peers. The purpose of bringing in the concept of improvisation is then because of its quality as a metaphor. The concept of improvisation becomes the metaphor, and its properties may help the researcher describe the identifiable features of the field of study.

Black (1962) introduced Pepper’s concept of ‘root metaphors’ (Pepper, 1942), which helps in understanding one area in terms of another one. The original area, that of improvisation, becomes the basic analogy or root metaphor for understanding
students’ approaches to the subject content using semiotic technology. To apply the concept of a root metaphor to this project, the next step would be to define a list of structural characteristics of improvisation that will serve the description and explanation of the target field under scrutiny. The list is the basis for a set of categories that serves in analysing the field of study by relating the facts or observable indicators to the compilation of categories. For the purpose of clarification and to push the ontological basis of the current study forward, it may be helpful to perform the exercise of looking at improvisation as a metaphor and what categories it may yield.

Whereas the idiom of the swing era from the 1930s focused on the melodic aspects of the composition underlying a jazz performance, the be-bop style that emerged in the 1940s and 1950s required the musicians to attend to the harmonic structure of the composition, often referred to as the chord changes or simply ‘changes’. This new approach is referred to as vertical playing, as opposed to the horizontal, melodic playing of the swing era. Approaching improvisation vertically, the soloist derives the melodic material from the underlying harmonic structures of the composition. Several method books have approached jazz improvisation analytically from the vertical perspective (Bjørklund, 1983; Kruse, 1980; Levine, 1989). Jazz, when in the style of be-bop and subsequent contemporary styles, indicates how the improvisation may be guided by underlying structures, and the interpretation of the structures requires a certain body of domain-specific knowledge.

In other words, by using jazz improvisation as a metaphor, it is possible to transfer improvisation as an informed, creative activity that takes place within structures and frameworks to other domains. If education is the target field of the improvisation metaphor, the equivalent properties of the root metaphor must be possible to identify and interpret the target domain as improvisational.

Professor Keith Sawyer has been a leading voice in recent years’ exploration of what improvisation may mean in educational settings. Of particular relevance to treating improvisation as a root metaphor are Sawyer’s parallel observations that ‘excellent
teaching is disciplined improvisation, because it always occurs within broad structures and frameworks’ (Sawyer, 2011). The property of improvisation as something that occurs in relation to structures and frameworks captures the essence of improvisational performance in educational settings, as well as in jazz performances, and may serve as one category of many describing improvisation as a metaphor.

Black did, however, stress the limitation of what inferences can be drawn from such a set of categories derived from a metaphor:

You need only proverbial knowledge, as it were, to have your metaphor understood; but the maker of a scientific model must have prior control of a well-knit scientific theory if he is to do more than hang an attractive picture on an algebraic formula. Systematic complexity of the source of the model and capacity for analogical development are of essence. (1962, p. 239)

This calls for a further exploration of the relationship between a concept external to the object of research and the indicators that may be observed in the field. A model is called for, and in the case of the current research project, the LDS and its amended version serve to contextualise the phenomena of improvisation beyond a metaphorical understanding. Given that the first study of the current project addresses the use and adaptation of an existing model, the first article of the thesis represents a disclosure of how, within the current research context, the adaptation of a model has proceeded. The amended LDS will be presented in the results section.

Departing from the discussion of some of the foundational issues pertaining to the epistemic base of the current research project, the next section will elaborate on the project’s methodological approach. Although there are overall shared premises across all three substudies, such as the use of the revised LDS developed in the first study for an analytical framework, each substudy will be attended to separately to bring about clarity to their specific research methods. In particular, the collection and analysis of the data will be addressed across the three substudies.
5. Methodology

The research design is based on what will be studied. As outlined earlier in the text, the phenomena of interest are the transformation and representation of subject content as conducted by student teachers in the context of teacher education. Based on theoretical assumptions, the events where student-led presentations occur are considered as exhibiting various aspects of the skills and knowledge pertaining to the teaching profession; these are subject to exploration according to the research questions posed in each of the articles.

5.1 Case study design

The research project aligns itself with what characterises the case studies; it deals with investigating ‘processes, and to gain insight into and in-depth understanding of an individual, group, or situation’ (Lodico, Spaulding, & Voegtle, 2006, p. 269). The hallmark of a case study is the desire to study phenomena within their context ‘to provide an analysis of the context and processes which illuminate the theoretical issues being studied’ (Hartley, 2004, p. 323). Each session attended, where students perform their presentations for their peers, is considered as featuring the phenomena that are subject to research attention. The settings observed represent multiple instances of the case that is subject to exploration. The case itself is hence not a physical object; rather, the case is constituted by the action and events that unfolds within the delineations and confinements of the class, the classroom and the temporal beginning and end of the session within which the presentations performed by the student teachers take place.

A case study can be considered a strategy for collecting data, not a method in itself. According to Stake, a ‘case study is not a methodological choice but a choice of what is to be studied. By whatever methods, we chose to study the case’ (2000, p. 435). In the current research context, the events to be studied are the student-led communicative events taking place in higher education classrooms. Accordingly, the
methods for collecting data have been appropriated from a multimodal methodology. These methods, which are rooted in a social semiotic multimodal approach towards meaning making, are the use of video for collecting multimodal data, the multimodal transcription of video data and the application and adaptation of an analytical framework grounded in a social semiotic approach to communication and meaning making.

Stake (1995) described a case as instrumental when ‘a case is examined mainly to provide insight into an issue or to redraw a generalisation’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, p. 445). The case here is presumed to be of secondary interest and plays a supportive role by facilitating the understanding of something else. In other words, the case is used as a means or anchor for the purpose of elucidating the other interest strewn within or about it (Njie & Asimiran, 2014, p. 37). This relationship between the indicators observed and phenomena expected to be represented in the setting, is discussed in the chapter above which investigates the premises of the study through the lens the philosophy of science.

From a critical point of view, case studies are considered as providing little basis for scientific generalisation; however, Yin (2014) argued that case studies, much like experimental studies, strive for generalisable findings that go beyond the settings of the specific case or experiment studied. Of relevance to the current project is Yin’s observation that the theory that went into the initial design of the study, which will be empirically enhanced by the case study’s findings, will have formed the groundwork for analytic generalisation. Analytical generalisation may be based on either: ‘(a) Corroborating, modifying, rejecting or otherwise advancing theoretical concepts that you referenced in designing your case study, or (be) new concepts that arose upon the completion of your case study’ (Yin, 2014, p. 41). In the current research project, the implementation and modification of the LDS may serve as an illustration for how the case study design is adhered to in terms of amending a model that supports an analytical generalisation of the findings. The two double matrixes that illustrate the findings of the second and third substudies support the idea of analytical generalisation in terms of developing new concepts summarised as graphical models.
5.2 Pilot study – multimodal presentations of a factual prose text

Yin (2003) recommended conducting a pilot case study as a final preparation for data collection. This will help to refine the data collection plans regarding both the content of the data and the procedures to be followed (Yin, 2003). A pilot study was carried out to watch the observable processes that are common in educational settings in initial teacher education, where digital artefacts are utilised as tools for transforming and representing subject content for pedagogical ends. The LDS (Selander & Kress, 2010) in its original form served as a referential theoretical framework for the processes expected to unfold. Three students of Norwegian as school subject prepared the individual multimodal presentations of an open-ended humorous prose text that debated the essay genre. The assignment required the students to select five passages from the text and transform each passage into a representation by utilising the semiotic resources available, such as the modes afforded by the presentation software of their choice and speech and gestural expressions during its performance. The students were made aware that the context of the pilot session would be an educational setting, and they were asked to make a deliberate choice between a dialogic approach and a monologue style for their presentations. The students were introduced to theory on multimodality earlier during the term and were expected to be sufficiently familiar with the theory to deliberately apply the concepts to this practical setting.

The student presentations were followed by a 45-minute semistructured group interview (Lodico et al., 2006). The group conversation followed a semistructured interview guide that was oriented towards the research questions of this PhD study. Interview questions were formulated to address the participants’ views on the multimodal ensembles they had prepared, on the distribution of the information load across modalities and on the cohesion mechanisms at play during their presentations. The interview questions addressed the widespread practice of presenting the use of digital artefacts as a mode of teaching, and attention was given to the participants’ own perceptions of what improvisational performance in such settings might mean.
The conversation was allowed to evolve in its own direction as the participants brought up relevant perspectives that expanded and supplemented the interview guide.

5.3 Structure vs. flexibility

The findings that were relevant for the current PhD project were first and foremost the comments and observations that addressed the concept of improvisation in didactic settings. The students’ choices of preparing a manuscript for their presentations served as a meaningful entrance to this discussion. The students explained their choice of relying on the manuscript by referring to their problems when comprehending the source text. Normally, they would avoid using a detailed manuscript. However, one of the students departed from her script and spoke freely at times during her presentation. She commented on how her departing from the manuscript created less fluency and less cohesion because her new and spontaneous associations were incompatible with the content of her preformed structure displayed on the screen.

The students shared their thoughts on the practices they had observed on campus, where the teacher educators applied digital presentation tools. Occasionally, the students’ questions were not responded to directly in class because they would be addressed by a slide later in the presentation. Examples were given on presentations that had been read aloud by the lecturer, turning the slides into a shared manuscript for the presenter and audience to read. As an alternative, the interviewees would prefer the lecturer to provide additional information on what was being presented on the screen. The latter claim points towards the findings of the second study of the present project, where a distinction is made between a horizontal and vertical approach towards presentation. The participants of the pilot study appeared to prefer a vertical approach that required the presenter to go beyond and elaborate what was already projected on the screen.

During the group interviews, the presentations that had taken place were discussed as
examples of curricular enactment (Goodlad, 1979). The notion was shared that all the participants had transformed and made new representations of the source text, but to what extent the individual presentations represent the intentions of the author was challenged. The following snippet may serve as an early illustration on how a discourse on the curricular paradox (Sawyer, 2011) and the tension between curriculum as intended and curriculum as enacted may be addressed in the context of the current PhD study:

Student (1): We transmitted what the author had written and not our own opinions based on his writings or our understanding of the text.

Interviewer: Yes, did you do that? Is it what he wrote that you have communicated?

Student (2): No, we don’t really know that; we have no clue, because we did not entirely understand the text (laughter).

The pilot study did stimulate further reflection on what became the crucial aspects of the main research effort. It allowed the participants to enact the stages of preforming and performing a representation of what may be considered a curricular item – a text from the syllabus. In that manner, the pilot study served as a tiny enactment of the process modelled in the original LDS. The pilot served as an important first step towards utilising the LDS and all its theoretical implications as a framework around which to structure the research project. The pilot created the foundation and premises for an analytic generalisation of the findings, as discussed above.

5.4 Field of research

To observe the phenomena of interest, permission was requested to attend four sessions that comprised a total of 30 presentations performed by student teachers. Apart from the pilot study, none of the observed presentations were initiated by this particular project because the student activities were compulsory assignments scheduled in the term plan by the various teacher educators. Therefore, the sampling may be considered to be purposeful (Yin, 2003) because the number and variation of
events observed were determined by each individual subject teacher’s plan for the current term. The participating students were primarily first-year students in their initial teacher education at a teacher education college in Norway. They were sufficiently informed about the project’s aim and focus and gave their informed consent to participating. Two students abstained from participating.

The sessions were distributed across various subjects and topics, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case no.</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>No. Pres.</th>
<th>Tot. no. Slides</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pilot study – dissemination of an essay. A study on transformation from text to a multimodal presentation</td>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0h 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dissemination of a book on classroom management</td>
<td>Pedagogy</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1h 15m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reflection on experiences from practicum placement</td>
<td>Pedagogy</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1h 18m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Planning of instruction of musical material</td>
<td>Music pedagogy</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>1h 20m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Dissemination of chapters of a novel</td>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0h 59m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>33</strong></td>
<td><strong>208</strong></td>
<td><strong>5h 18 m</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Video data material

5.5 Video observation

The collection of data across the settings, as outlined in Table 2, took place during autumn 2015. Taking into consideration the time-consuming work of transcribing and analysing video, the decision was made to collect the data for the entire project at an early stage. Thus, the sampling that took place in 2015 across these six settings served as a pool of data for all three substudies. An alternative approach would be to work iteratively and sample data anew prior to each substudy; this would have allowed for diversifying data sources to a greater extent based on the insights obtained as the study evolved. However, at the time of making the decisions, the multimodal approaches to data collection were the focus because of their close
relation to the theoretical foundation of the project. Video recordings and the analysis thereof appeared to provide sufficiently rich data material to respond to the research questions.

Using video is motivated by the need to attend to the multimodal nature of instructional communication (Mishra, 2008, p. 363). A single HD camera was placed in a fixed position at the back of the classrooms to capture the student teachers’ speech, actions and the projection screen. A wide fixed frame ensured that no zooming, panning or further selection was made as the events unfolded. To ensure that audio was captured at a sufficient volume, a studio quality microphone was discreetly positioned close to the presenter.

During and after the presentations, field notes were made using an observation schedule. These were used to capture the immediate reflections of what had been observed during the presentations. Apart from capturing the data for systemizing observations, such as time and date, title of presentation and four fields were used for the descriptive and reflective comments (Lodico et al., 2006). The field ‘main characteristics of presentation’ was used for a short summary of the content, design and typical features of the presenter’s way of relating to the projected information on the screen. ‘Elements for further exploration’ captured questions regarding the event that took place, that is, concerning what constitutes structure and improvisation in the current performance. The area ‘notes’ was an open section. The schedules served as indexed memos for the video recordings as the sample collection evolved, which proved helpful during the analysis.

5.6 Data and transcription

The aim of analysing a situated social activity usually relates to how participants make meaning in naturally occurring interactions, where information about the setting, manipulation of objects, body language and so forth may need to be integral to transcription (Lancaster, Hauck, Hampel, & Flewitt, 2013, p. 45). A transcription template was developed to allow for a multilayered notation of the multimodal action
that unfolded during the presentations, as captured by video. Each layer represents a separate mode, that is, speech, gesture, text (on screen) or image (on screen). The layers were further categorised, drawing on the methodology of a study on PowerPoint as semiotic technology and practice (Zhao et al., 2014). These categories were labelled, on the one hand, resources for coordination, such as embodied gestures and interaction with computer and, on the other hand, as semantic integration, which refers to the relationship between the presenter’s speech and the visual content of the slides, whether text, images or graphics.

The video material was transcribed through two stages. First, all speech was transcribed using the HyperTranscribe software (Hesse-Biber, Kinder, & Dupuis, 2009). The transcribed speech would then serve as a reference that could be returned to for further in-depth transcriptions of other meaning making resources in use. Short sequences thought to be representative of the phenomena at stake in each of the three substudies were thereafter attended to for a more detailed transcription, including the other modes of significance to the overall constitution of meaning.

The content of the projected slides represents a crucial element of the overall communication. Attempts were made to embed captured video frames into the transcript to represent the students’ PowerPoint slides. However, this proved to be futile because the visual content would be too small to read. The slides were instead represented in the transcript as descriptive text for further analysis related to other concurring modes. The purpose of transcribing the visuals was to analyse the intersemiotic relations that occur between the presenter’s utterances and actions and the elements of the visual presentation. In instances of adding to the transcript text from the slides, no transduction occurred; that is, the properties of the original mode – text – would still be intact in the target mode, which is text. Fonts, colours and layout were missing, but annotations made in the transcript could work as reminders in the case of overly elaborate designs. Images would be replaced in the transcript with a written description. In these cases, the transduction from one mode to another brought about change, change of entities and changes in the structural organisation of those entities (Bezemer & Mavers, 2011).
In the following section, the methods applied will be explained in more detail regarding how the analysis of the data was conducted in each particular substudy. As mentioned above, the data supporting the entire research project was collected and prepared for analysis at an early stage. The diversification between the three substudies becomes more apparent when focusing on the process of analysing data in view of the research questions posed and the applied corresponding substantive theories.

5.6.1 Study (I)
The first study asks how the interplay between the presenter and the digital representation of curricula can be analysed, described and understood. Based on the experiences of the pilot study, the LDS (Selander, 2008) provided a starting point for further exploration because the processual aspects of presentation match the cycles outlined in the model. Transferred to the context of teacher education, the transformative process which the model presents is conceived of as curricular transformation, which is an essential teaching skill as part of the PCK construct (Shulman, 1986; Shulman, 1987). Therefore, a conceptual preunderstanding exists, motivating and influencing the research design and methodological choices accordingly.

Having established the LDS as a preliminary interpretative framework, the first study adheres to the overall research design as an instrumental case study. In instrumental case study research, the focus is more likely to be known in advance and designed around established theory or methods. An instrumental case study may be considered ‘an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context’ (Yin, 2003, p. 13). The specific case is important because it uncovers knowledge about the phenomena of interest, which may not be the case itself (Stake, 2012). In this first study, the cases comprise students’ presentations; however, the phenomena external to the situations are the processes of curricular transformation and representation.
5.6.2 Setting, data and analysis
The first study is an observation of two sessions comprising 12 groups of first-year students in music pedagogy. Their presentations were their responses to a compulsory assignment that required them to plan for a lesson for practicum placement, where the aim of the lesson would be to teach their pupils a song of their choice. The settings that were observed featured 12 presentations made individually or in groups of two to three student teachers. To support their planning, the students drew on relevant literature from the syllabus. The presentations should have followed the logic of the didactic relation model (Bjørndal & Lieberg, 1978), which constitutes a framework and ‘checklist’ for the didactic planning and reflections. The students used PowerPoint and their own laptops to display the content of their presentations. Peer students were sitting in two semicircles facing the presenting students. Each presentation lasted 8–12 minutes and was followed by a Q&A section.

Derived from multimodal theory, the analytical work was done in two stages. First, the slides captured by video were analysed in terms of being designs that would be subject to becoming materialised in a stage of production (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001). Therefore, the slides were first discussed in terms of being multimodal compositions on their own. The analysis focused on the design principles and relationships detectable among the constituent parts of the slides. That is, how are the bullet points structured? What is the relationship between the image and the surrounding text? What is the relationship between many slides in succession?

Analysing the stage of production, the focus was directed towards what intersemiotic relations are detectable between the presenter and the elements of the slides during the presentation. A set of concepts derived from theory on moving images, as set out by Theo van Leeuwen (2005), permits the analyst to describe such relations in terms of cohesion mechanisms and information linking, that is, by elaboration, extension, exemplification, illustration and so forth. Such semiotic relations are labelled as intersemiotic relations and coordination of semiotic resources. These labels are adopted a priori from theory and tested in the current study within the instrumental case study design.
The findings support an amendment of the original LDS by reworking what was originally referred to as ‘the second transformation cycle’. The original model depicts a learning sequence as a unidirectional process where the student made representation, whether an essay, drawing or set of slides, is incorporated in an event where it is presented. This view can be modified by the findings of the first substudy. Findings suggest that a presentation entails an interaction between the presenter and the artefact being presented. This interaction contradicts the unidirectional depiction of the original model which suggests that what is presented is a fixed and final entity. On the contrary, in the case of PowerPoint slides, a representation is required to enter into semiotic relations with the presenter to become fully articulated. Therefore, it is more accurate to describe the second cycle of the LDS model as a bidirectional process in terms of intersemiotic relations, and the coordination of semiotic resources conducted by the individual who is presenting the slides.

In descriptive terms, the revised model captures how the presenter commits semiotic actions in what may be described as a multimodal setting. Thereby, the transformation of curricula can be described as a semiotic activity where students make selections regarding what meaning making resources to draw upon for creating an apt representation of the issue at stake.

5.6.3 Study (II)
Having established that presentation is a meaning making activity that encompasses a transformation process across the two stages of design and production, the second study seeks to understand the performative nature of the transformation process by adopting theoretical devices from the field of jazz. Improvisation is conceived of in theory as an action that takes place within the confines of a certain framework (Berliner, 1994; Sawyer, 2004; Sawyer, 2011). The research question reflects this by asking how improvisation materialises in the interplay between the preformed curricula, which constitute a framework, and the actions of the performer, who presents within the framework.
5.6.4 Setting, data and analysis

The data set is the same that is used for the first substudy: a set of 12 video recorded presentations performed by music student teachers. The analysis here was done by coding transcribed speech and the corresponding slides. The slides were transcribed to text; hence, the images and graphics were transduced by being represented as text. However, the meaning of the slides was considered preserved through the annotations embedded in the transcripts. Using software for qualitative data analysis – Hyper Research – a code book was established, and passages of the transcripts were coded based on similarities with the concepts and artefacts in jazz. The sources for such concepts are previous academic studies incorporating concepts from jazz (Sawyer, 2011; Sørensen, 2015), books on jazz theory (Baker, 1989; Bjørklund, 1983; Levine, 1989; Novello & Lamont, 1987) and ethnographic accounts from the jazz community (Berliner, 1994). A refinement of the initial code book was done by observing if the codes might be classified to either a framework or performance – two basic constituent parts of improvisational practice.

The review yielded one category that describes the slides as a framework; these appeared to vary in terms of their design and in their detail. The artefact from jazz that corresponds to slides is the ‘lead sheet’, which is a draft compositional score requiring input and interpretation by the performer to become a complete musical entity. An analysis of the presenters’ approach to the slides revealed differences in terms of contributing new information or by summarising and adding together what was already present on the slide. Jazz offers analogous concepts for performance in that vertical playing is based on analysing the givens of the score, and horizontal playing focuses on making cohesive lines across the constituent parts of the score. Thus, the coding process yielded two dichotomies applied for the analysis: the framework varied from ‘thick’ to ‘thin’ as determined by the quality of the constituent parts. The students’ performance of the slides can be described in the dichotomy between a horizontal and vertical approach. Combined, these two dichotomies constitute a double matrix, making it possible to identify where each performed slide belongs. Thus, the model constitutes a response to the research.
question because it maps the dynamic materialisation of the concept of improvisation, in this case transferred to an educational setting.

5.6.5 Study (III)
The amended LDS model developed through the first study, and the conceptualisation of improvisation as a semiotic practice, form the basis for a closer investigation of the epistemological stance of the third study. The aim of the third study is to apply the LDS model as an analytical framework to explore what epistemological positions are implicit in student teachers’ representations of the profession as expressed in their reports from practicum and in their sharing with each other of chapters from a book on classroom management (Bergkastet, 2009). Ultimately, the third study generates new insights into the perceived gap between theory and practice and between practicum and practices on campus. The study assumes that the perceived gap may be owe to student teachers’ multiple and diverse perceptions of what constitutes teachers’ professional knowledge; hence, the purpose of this study is to draw a ‘knowledge landscape’ (Burnett, 2006; Clandinin & Connelly, 1998) that represents the diversity of epistemological positions as expressed by the student teachers themselves.

5.6.6 Setting, data and analysis
The third study encompasses two sessions with a group of first-year students attending a pedagogy class. In the first session, the students share the chapters of a handbook on relational leadership and classroom management (Bergkastet, 2009). The compulsory assignment required the students to perform an analysis of the content and discuss the content during presentations. Following each group, a plenary discussion allowed for feedback and questions from their peers. A month later, the same group of students shared their experiences from their practicum placement. This time, the assignment required the students to present reflexive accounts from their placement in practicum.

By studying previous research literature on the perceived gap between theory and practice, the ideas of epistemological categories for analysis were defined a priori. It
appears that there is a continuum in literature that reflects perspectives on ‘teachers’ professional knowledge’ as theoretically oriented on the one hand and as action guided and practical on the other hand. Another continuum moves between professional knowledge that is general and universal on the one hand and context bound and situated on the other. These epistemological positions were expected to be traceable in the students’ own performances of experiences from their practicum placement and in their dissemination of chapters from the handbook on classroom management.

A coding process was undertaken to operationalise the a priori categories by mapping those onto segments of the data considered to represent a variety of epistemological positions. Segments marked up in the first session on classroom management came from the idea that expressions of professional knowledge are traceable in the dichotomy between theoretical and practical. Therefore, the focus was directed towards students’ presentations of theoretical segments, such as their reports of rules for classroom communication, the didactic relation model and templates for students’ self-reflection. Based on the data from the second session, accounts of field experiences were highlighted if these accounts featured reflections on responsiveness to practical circumstances. Examples include how the students self-reported dealing with situations that occurred if they ran out of activities for the planned lessons. On a second review of the data, it became apparent that the students’ presentations matched the criteria of contextuality: Students’ accounts of theory could represent universal applicability in that their accounts were void of any dependence on context. The study maps students’ representations of knowledge in a double dichotomy that spans between the universal and local, on the one hand, and the theoretical and procedural on the other. The knowledge landscape that is mapped is used to question what epistemologies students encounter both in and outside of campus during their education.

Because of the processual aspects of all three substudies, the findings of each have been expressed in terms of models, which adhere to the principle of an analytic generalisation. The models reflect the dynamics of the relations between the entities
in focus. A detailed account of the models and the interpretations of these is presented in the results chapter.

5.7 Validity

On an overall level, validity as it is conceived of in qualitative research refers to the relationship between the account and something external to it – that is, the phenomena the account is about. In a broad sense, validity pertains to this relationship between an account and something outside of that account (Maxwell, 1992, p. 282).

The strategy of solving potential threats to validity in the current project can best be explained by referring to the philosophical stance on which the research design is based. At its base is the belief that a researchable object needs to be separable from its expression (Taylor, 1998). For example, the phenomena of improvisation being a research object can be used to illustrate how the term improvisation does not need to be uniform with the audible expression of a jazz concert. The musical performance may be improvised, or it may be a performance based off a score of a transcribed improvisation. Sound wise, it will be similar, yet only one of the performances represents the phenomena of improvisation as a property of the performer’s actions. Thus, a phenomenon such as improvisation is separable from its expression. In the current research context, a presentation may be rehearsed in detail in a scripted manner yet appear spontaneous and thus improvised, or it may be presented spontaneously by improvisation within the framework present in the situation.

The term improvisation should be understood as a theoretically defined construct in that it takes its definitions from an already existing theoretical domain – that of jazz theory. Empirical research, whether quantitative or qualitative, must link constructs to indicators (Kleven, 2008, p. 6). Across three substudies, the current project has followed the procedure of first observing indicators by studying transcribed video data material; thereafter, constructs have been ‘constructed’ through the process of analysis. The constructs of a horizontal and vertical approach to improvisation are
examples of constructs that are operationalised in the current research context, as are the constructs of local and universal knowledge and theoretical and practical knowledge, which are based on indicators observed in the students’ self-reports from practicum placements. Relevant for the current study is construct validity, which problematises how well the concept in question is represented by the indicators observed (Kleven, 2008).

A model in the current context is a construct based on observable indicators considered to represent the phenomena in question. The current study has produced three different models that are considered theoretical constructs: First is the amended LDS, which represents the output of the first published article and that is applied as an analytical framework of the two subsequent texts. The other two articles present the findings in terms of models that are formed as a double matrix and a double dichotomy. These depict improvisation as a skill that mediates the transformation of subject content, and in the final text, the model depicts a professional knowledge landscape.

It should be added that the validity of the constructs refers to the correspondence between a theoretically defined construct and the indicators representing the construct in empirical research. Hence, the issue of validity does not concern any ‘isomorphism with reality’ (Kleven, 2008)

5.8 Ethical considerations

The participating students may have been aware of the overarching IMTE project. As a consequence, they may have possessed prior knowledge of the overarching project’s aim of developing an understanding of improvisation as a construct pertaining to teaching. On the one hand, this may have allowed for a more supportive attitude towards the project; however, it may have posed the risk that the students carried preconceptions in the process of planning, designing and enacting the activity in the classes that would be subject to observation.
However, from an ethical perspective, any inquiry should provide the participants with information about the purpose, methods and procedures of the project in which they are getting involved (Cohen, 2011). Information meetings were held for the participating student teachers before the field work commenced. The meetings served as a way to provide sufficient information to comply with the criteria of informed consent, which can be described as ‘the procedure in which individuals choose whether to participate in an investigation after being informed of facts that would be likely to influence their decisions’ (Diener, 1978, p. 53). The information meetings addressed the purpose of the inquiry in a balanced manner, not revealing too much of the underlying theoretical concepts and constructs yet not withholding information that may cause the participants to feel deceived and not sufficiently informed of the researcher’s true intentions.

A letter of agreement (see Appendix 1) was handed out at the information meetings for individuals to sign. All participants were informed about the right to withdraw from the project at any point without being obliged to explain the reason why. A challenge was posed when two students did not want to participate in the research: they were still obliged to be present in the lessons. These students were not video recorded during their presentations, nor were their partner group members.

Efforts were made to minimise the obtrusive effect of large digital recording equipment, which is ‘critical to capturing relaxed and authentic information’ (Banister, 2007, p. 3). The main video camera was positioned at the back of the classroom and directed towards the student teachers presenting and towards the projection screen. Its focal area avoided the recording of nonparticipants. An active microphone was either positioned on a stand or attached to the ceiling close to the presenters in the front of the classroom. This ensured high-quality audio captures; however, because of the presence of the equipment, it did so at the cost of making the students aware that the setting was being recorded.

Anonymity is the principle that the information provided by participants should not reveal their identity. One can argue whether anonymity can be granted in settings
where the researcher uses observation and video recording as methods for collecting data; in these settings, the researcher will inevitably be able to identify who are the sources for what data. In terms of protecting the participants’ privacy in such settings, confidentiality might be a more appropriate term; although the researcher knows who has provided the information or can identify participants from the information given, the researcher will in no way make the connection known publicly (Cohen, 2011).

The current PhD project ensured that the identities of the persons involved and the identity of the institution where the research was conducted are not recognisable in any publication. The overarching IMTE project registered the overall project, including the PhD subprojects, at the Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD).
6. Results

In the following chapter, the main findings will be presented, synthesising the individual three studies. The section begins with the LDS, which is the theoretical model that has guided the inquiry. The LDS has provided a map that has helped identify the processes that take place during a presentation, and it has supplied a theoretical framework that is grounded in the perspective of designs for learning, which includes the epistemological and ontological foundation for the study. Based on empirical data, the model has been revised, and the amended model should be considered the main finding of the current project. The revised model is the outcome of the first article. For the succeeding two research designs, the model has been used to guide the inquiry. The model has been tested against data from the field, and at the same time, the model has served as a tool for further research.

The original LDS model (Selander & Kress, 2010; Selander, 2008) captured the design activity in learning sequences and the formation and transformation of knowledge when pupils deal with their tasks, such as problem-solving, information-seeking and sign-producing activities. The LDS model captures the learner’s perspective. Applied to the context of teacher education, the model is adapted with the purpose of identifying critical stages in the process that the student teacher-as-learner goes through in learning sequences where the use of presentation technology is a crucial part. A learning sequence here is the compulsory assignments given by subject teachers to students who respond by designing a semiotic artefact in terms of a series of PPT slides that they present for their peers. The model helps direct the focus towards the contextual norms and the multimodal semiotic work that takes place both at the stage of design and during the act of the presentation.

The revision of the model is influenced by and has incorporated findings of a large Australian research effort that approaches PowerPoint as semiotic technology and semiotic practice, that is, as technologies and practices where meaning making is at the heart of the matter (Zhao et al., 2014). Accordingly, the second transformation cycle of the LDS has been redefined to capture the dynamic relationships that occur
between the elements on the slides and the actions of the presenter during a presentation. The first article of the current project tests the revised model against data collected by video recording students’ presentations in teacher education.

The revised model is illustrated by an example (below) that shows what constitutes a learning sequence in the current project. The setting (far left) is framed by the assignment given by a teacher educator in music didactics; the students who are taking a yearlong course in music pedagogy were prompted to plan a music lesson, to carry out the plan in practicum and to write a reflexive report in view of a key text from the syllabus. The report would later be presented to fellow students in a plenary session staged in a classroom furnished with semiotic technology.

Ill. 3. Amended LDS – illustrated

The reflexive report was first written by the student as a text document and later reconfigured into a new representation, that is, a slideshow. The outcome of the first transformation unit is the student’s response to the assignment, which is materialised in terms of a series of PowerPoint slides. Here, the term representation subscribes to
the epistemological belief that the representation of an aspect of the world is not isomorph with an objective reality; rather, it is the student’s own version of an issue, designed according to the student’s situated interest and influenced by the social context and norms of the institutional setting where the assignment is situated.

The second transformation unit refers to how the set of slides is incorporated by a teacher student into a multimodal event. During the presentation, the teacher student is facing the task of combining semiotic resources embedded in the slides with speech and gestures to make a meaningful and coherent account of the issue at stake. As the student is presenting, she or he may be considered as authoring the presentation, in theoretical terms, by combining the semiotic resources embedded in the slides with embodied resources such as speech and gestures, thus creating intersemiotic relations. The coordination of semiotic resources occurs as the presenter interacts with the software to switch between slides and selects – by pointing – what items on the preformed slide to address and by making verbal references to what items are being commented upon. Contrary to the original model, the entity ‘representation’ is considered both an event and an artefact, whereas in the original model, the entity ‘representation’ is as an artefact only.
The model features three levels that are layered at the bottom, which permits the researcher to virtually zoom into the object of study from a detailed view to a more general level of analysis. The three different articles encompassed by the current study perform this ‘zooming’ because the first presents a descriptive view, the second an interpretative and the third a view on curricular representation exemplified by students’ representation of professional knowledge. The levels will be commented on in more detail below.

6.1.1 The amended LDS

The first level of analysis corresponds to the first article of the thesis that performs the analysis at the *descriptive* level. A theoretical framework is established, which moves between a sociocultural world view and a social semiotic view on language and communication, as captured by the designs for learning perspective. The transformation cycles of the model are understood in terms of semiotic work: a preparatory stage of design precedes a performative stage of production where the design is the conceptual side of expression and the expression side of conception...
PowerPoint slides are midway between content and expression and can be compared with musical scores, which are artefacts yet to be articulated. The samples of empirical data provide insights into the communicative aspects of the transformation process modelled above. The finely grained information that a multimodal analysis provides serves as the basis on which to construct an understanding of how meaning is made in such settings. The analysis addresses the design of the semiotic artefact and what processes occur as the artefact is subjected to being incorporated in a multimodal event during the stage of production and its enactment in class.

6.1.2 The model of representation by improvisation

The level of interpretation is explored in the second article. Because the artefacts and participants observed are ‘players’ in an ongoing relationship and thus have a quality of ‘liveness’, the second study seeks to interpret the descriptive findings using concepts from performance studies (Carlson, 2017; Schechner, 2017) and improvisation (Baker, 1989; Berliner, 1994; Sawyer, 2011). This approach is motivated by the quest to bring about an epistemological understanding of how knowledge is implemented and instantiated in action. The concept of improvisation, which is a method developed within the performing arts, has been made operational through the analysis of the jazz metaphor. Departing from the ethnomusicologist Berliner’s study, improvisation is shown as a process that involves reworking the precomposed materials and designs in relation to unanticipated ideas that are conceived, shaped and transformed under the special conditions of performance (Berliner, 1994). To further make improvisation possible to operationalise across educational settings, a review on the literature on jazz theory was conducted. Established approaches within jazz – of horizontal and vertical playing (Baker, 1989; Berliner, 1994; Bjørklund, 1983; Levine, 1989) – have been recontextualised as a means for the presenter to either go beyond the givens of the PowerPoint slides by elaborating and extending what is there or to connect what is already present by linking the material together. By drawing a parallel between musical lead sheets and PowerPoint slides, both of which are sparse designs that rely on the interpretation of a presenter, further insights were made as to what may constitute improvisational
framework in the current settings. Musical lead sheets and PowerPoint slides resemble each other regarding how they vary their constituent properties from being ‘thick’ to ‘thin’ (Davies, 2001).

Ill. 5. Improvisation modelled as a double matrix

The output of the second study is a double matrix that serves as a map, showing where the performance of preformed slides can be identified along the two axes of the double matrix. The matrix visualises a dynamic response to the research question on how improvisation materialises in the multimodal interplay between the semiotic artefact and the performer. The model illustrates how performances reside on the one hand between a dichotomy of thick or thin designs and on the other hand in a dichotomy of a horizontal or vertical approach to its performance. One implication of the findings is that the construct of the PCK may be considered a competence that relies on improvisational skills, where improvisation is the skill that mediates the processes of transforming and representing knowledge. The study contributes new knowledge to the act of improvisation linked to the transformation and representation of knowledge, and it does so by articulating this insight in propositional terms, drawing on language from the domain of jazz theory.
6.1.3 The model of knowledge landscape

Third, the revised LDS model incorporates a curricular level that goes beyond describing and interpreting the observations made of the presenters’ performance. At this level, the focus is directed towards curricula, the subject content being transformed both at the stage of design and production. The processes investigated at the previous two levels reveal that a presentation involves the students’ shaping of curricular topics by means of selecting what aspects of the topic at hand to include on the slides and by choosing how to give the material an apt representation by modes such as text, image, graphics or video. The students articulate the content when they perform their slides for an audience. This observation leads towards questioning what relationship exists between the representation of topics from curricula as performed by the students in the classroom and the ‘world outside’ from which curricular topics are derived. This is a question of epistemological concern. Schooling relies on a representational epistemology (Osberg & Biesta, 2003) in that the issues and topics subject to being taught are not present in the school settings as such. Of relevance to the current study, then, is the epistemological belief that it is not curricula itself which are being presented in the current context; rather, what the students perform are the representations of curricular topics, which are shaped by the students’ situational interest and by the norms of the settings in TE. The cases analysed are several instances of students’ representations of professional knowledge, first by the dissemination of chapters of a handbook on classroom management and thereafter on students’ own reports from their practicum placement. These two sessions were analysed in terms of how the professional knowledge, as presented by the students, is theoretical or procedural and whether it is local and context-related knowledge or of a universal and general kind. The outcome of the study is a knowledge map (Burnett, 2006) that depicts the findings in a double dichotomy.
Ill. 6. A ‘knowledge landscape’ based on students’ representations of teachers’ professional knowledge

This map may aid a preservice teacher in discovering the dynamics in the interplay between campus and practicum, serving as an illustration of the variety of epistemological positions that students encounter during their education. The traditional gap between the knowledge required in practicum and the one presented on campus may be considered mutually dependent on each other because the knowledge representations made by students draw on inputs from both places.
7. Discussion

The overarching research question seeks to understand the presentation as a learning activity in teacher education. In the following section, the discussion will attempt to transcend the outputs of the three substudies to produce perspectives that may serve as a response to the overarching research question of the entire project. Theoretical stances will be revisited at this stage to provide summarising perspectives that may aid in the discussion to go beyond debating the substudies individually.

In the current settings, students deliver short lectures to their peer students. Consequently, the student teachers have a double role as they present. On the one hand, the students perform a teacher’s role by delivering the subject content to their peers by means of performing this content using semiotic technology for support. At the same time, the student enters the role of a learner, a learner of teaching, by appropriating the role of a teacher, which here is framed in a setting representative of a learning situation in teacher education. Research on peer teaching and the principle of learning by teaching support the idea that learning occurs through practice in the profession, by learning to teach, learning while teaching and teaching to unlearn (Duran & Topping, 1982). Using the LDS to analyse settings in teacher education where students present, a certain paradox is revealed: the student presenting assumes a teacher’s role, one that is framed by the conventions of the classroom of an institution in higher education. Yet at the same time, the presenter assumes the position of a learner, who assumes the role of a teacher to learn to become a teacher.

This section will focus on identifying further paradoxes that are inherent in the research domain of each of the three subprojects discussed in the corresponding articles. A paradox here is an apparent contradiction that exists in the field of study. These will be identified, and their resolution will be proposed by drawing on the knowledge obtained through this very research project. These paradoxes, their description and their resolutions will be discussed in view of the overall research question of the current study, on how student-led presentations supported by the use of semiotic technology can be understood as a learning activity in teacher education.
7.1 Sawyer’s paradoxes

The idea of thinking along the lines of paradoxes is inspired by the work of Sawyer, who is a key proponent of theorising improvisation as a skill that applies to educational settings. Already in his approach, he encountered a paradox: he claimed the following:

There remains a gap in our understanding of good teaching: How do good teachers use their fixed knowledge and implement it in a given classroom situation? In other words, how do the fixed structures of expertise become realised in the everyday improvisation of real-world classroom practice? (Sawyer, 2011, p. 11)

The apparent contradiction in this quotation resides between what Sawyer claims is the fixedness of the structural knowledge that experts are in command of and the fluidness that can be associated with the use of improvisation in the actual classroom practice. Sawyer (2011) made a distinction between three paradoxes that refer to separate domains in which paradoxical tension occurs in education: the teacher, learner and curricular paradox. The amended LDS will be used as a referential framework to identify the paradoxes inherent in the practices observed in the current project. By doing so, the already debated research findings, as outlined in the results chapter, can be elevated to another level, here by using paradoxes as a new lens.

7.2 The teacher paradox

According to Sawyer, the teacher paradox refers to how structure, which is represented by a large knowledge base of routines, plans and structures, must be weaved together within improvised practice by the teacher. Improvisation may resolve the teacher paradox by redefining teacher expertise as the mastery of a toolbox that can be executed in practice through improvisational activity (Sawyer, 2011). The teacher paradox addresses the teacher’s execution of the teacher’s role; transferred to the current setting, the teacher paradox is manifested in the student teachers’ performance of the role of being teachers while conducting their
presentations. The paradox consists of the student teachers’ command of structured knowledge, which is applied in an improvisational manner. In higher education, as observed in the current project, structures can be identified as the preformed representation of the subject content at hand, and the improvisational part relates to the performance of knowledge, that is, by horizontal and vertical approaches, as discussed in the current thesis. Hence, the teacher paradox in higher education may be translated into how ‘the structures that need to be weaved together by improvisation’ pertain to the transformation and representation of the subject content. The resolution to the teacher paradox, which here is situated in teacher education, is that the teacher student should obtain mastery of a toolbox related to the 

**transformation and representation of knowledge** by using the affordance of the semiotic technology at hand. Mastery encompasses the ability to perform the preformed in an improvisational manner.

### 7.2.1 The paradox of the construction and transmission of knowledge

In the wake of such a resolution to the teacher paradox, a different paradox occurs, that of an epistemological kind. The LDS supports an interpretation of the learning process being a constructivist type of process; it does so by modelling at its centre the learner’s process of constructing a representation of an aspect of the world by giving it shape, here drawing on the affordances of available modes and media. The nature of the representation – as discussed in the first article of the current study – is that of an expression made in a social context. The representation is not a one-to-one mirror of reality or isomorph with aspects of the world as a fixed entity. Rather, guided by the presenter’s interest, it is a version of a socially constructed reality that is given a material shape by being preformed prior to being performed, thereby – according to the jazz metaphor – also being influenced by the circumstances of its performance. The active part in the student’s own learning process is the student who preforms and performs the subject content.

On the other hand, the learning processes comply with a transmission view of teaching. The performing student’s live construction of meaning can also be interpreted as a process of the transmission of information to the peer learners who
attend the session. The emerging paradox can be formulated as contradictory positions in that the peer student, who in the current settings assumes the position of audience, becomes passively engaged in the presenting student’s active knowledge construction.

A resolution to the paradox above may be to acknowledge that there are conceptual differences between the educational practices of teaching and learning. Educational philosopher Gert Biesta (2015) zoomed in on the idea of the learner, building on the notion that learning is to be understood as an act of sense making or comprehension. He raised an epistemological question about the difference between knowing and meaning making as processes of construction (literally sense making) and as a process of reception (Biesta, 2015, p. 235). As an event unfolding in time and space, the concepts of teaching and learning may occur concurrently, such as during a presentation in higher education. A teacher conducts the task of teaching by performing knowledge to the learner, and the learners attend the event to learn. However, there is no causality that warrants that the activity of teaching will result in learning on the part of the people holding the role of learners. Learning, on the other hand, may occur despite the lack of the intended act of someone teaching, which proves that conceptually, learning is independent of the act of someone teaching.

By acknowledging that teaching and learning exist independently of each other, the current setting opens up for an understanding that the student who presents – and thereby assumes the role of a teacher – may also be the person who is the main learner in the activity that unfolds.

7.3 The learning paradox

The learning paradox refers to the teacher’s process of scaffolding, which involves designing loose structures to support the students’ learning processes, including content knowledge, skills and conceptual understanding. Improvisation, as conceived of by Sawyer, incorporates the students’ own improvisational knowledge construction as they are effectively guided by their teacher (2011). Translated to the current study,
scaffolding encompasses the concept of designs for learning (Selander, 2008), which reflects how the subject teacher facilitates meaning making activities for the student teacher. Theoretically speaking, student teachers engage in two transformation processes, both of which are accommodated by the subject teacher, where the students use their available semiotic resources to preform and perform the subject content derived from the curricula of teacher education. In the current setting, knowing is participating in the discourses of the profession, utilising the modes and media made available through the teacher educator’s design of the assignment. In the current context, design for learning reflects the scaffolding effort made by the teacher educator in staging the learning event. It encompasses the physical and social contextual framings that influence the student teachers’ processes of meaning making. These contextual framings are the assignment formulated by the teacher educator that dictates what resources, such as PowerPoint, should be applied by the students in creating representations of the topics at hand.

The design aspect, as suggested by the title of the model of the LDS, refers to how meaning making is a process of design and redesign. Here, meaning making is a matter of giving shape to knowledge by utilising the available resources, and the knowledge representation made by the learner stands in relation to existing knowledge encountered in curricular objects, in and outside of school settings, in formal and informal circumstances. The notions of design for learning and design in learning further emphasise how learning – as a process of making meaning – is facilitated by the teacher by scaffolding within an institutional framing, which is an act of arranging for the learner to construct meaning by design, that is, in learning

The second part of the learning paradox addresses the student’s own improvisational knowledge construction, which is grounded in a constructivist view of learning and knowing. As debated in the first article, the LDS resides in a constructivist epistemology in that the learning process is captured in the model by the learners by making representations of aspects of the world. Design in learning captures the learner’s perspective and encompasses the learner’s meaning making activities and includes the formation and transformation of knowledge. The two transformation
cycles of the model capture the activities performed by the learner. In the current settings in the context of teacher education, the learning paradox should be understood based on the idea of presentation as a semiotic activity grounded in the theoretical perspectives of designs for learning. The notions of designs for and in learning captures this because the teacher through scaffolding caters to designs for learning, within which the student teachers’ own improvised meaning making activities are considered to be designs in learning.

7.3.1 The paradox of learning to teach
However, because the learning activities take place in teacher education, there is another dimension to the learning paradox that is relevant to discuss: to teach by presenting, students first must go through a process of learning the subject content as well. This paradox, which is inherent in the learning paradox, can be named the paradox of learning in order to teach. This paradox takes into consideration the preforming activity that student teachers commit to prior to presenting. This activity, which according to the LDS constitutes a transformation cycle, features a dimension of learning on the part of the student. The learning aspect is captured by the process of designing and redesigning knowledge by making an apt representation using the available modes afforded by PowerPoint. Learning is taking place as the student transforms and makes a representation of curricular knowledge that may be experiential or captured from a book, such as the book on relational classroom management (Bergkastet, 2009), which is discussed in the second subinquiry of the current project.

7.4 The curriculum paradox
Sawyer stated the following:

Good curricula and lesson plans are necessary to guide teachers and students down the most effective learning trajectory towards the desired learning outcomes. Yet, the most effective curricula are those designed to foster improvisational learning within the curricula. Improvisation helps us resolve
the curriculum paradox: It is a productive way of thinking about the relation between curriculum as planned and curriculum as enacted. (Sawyer, 2011, p. 3)

Curriculum as planned is best described as the work of curriculum planners and is usually written outside the classroom. Curriculum as planned is forming statements of what students and teachers should do in the classroom, recommended resources and information regarding evaluation (Aoki, 2005). Curricular plans are formulated in general terms and can be referred to as curricula as intended (Goodlad, 1979). For the students of teacher education, the relevant curricular plans are the national guidelines for differentiated teacher education programmes and the plans for each subject as formulated at the institutional level. During their practicum placement, students base their teaching on the national curriculum. Typically, the aims formulated in the national curricula direct the content and methods of instruction for student-planned lessons in practicum, as illustrated by the examples given in the articles of the current project.

Central to the debate on curricula is the notion that curricula as intended are not equivalent to curricula as enacted. Whereas there may be one national curricular plan, there may be as many different enactments of the intentions of the curricula as there are teachers. The term curricula as enacted pertains to the realisation of the particular didactic plan in classroom settings. Thus, the enactment is expected to reflect intentions formulated as plans on many levels, spanning from the curriculum designers’ to the subject teachers’. The current project is concerned with how curricula as planned is materialised in the classroom as the student teacher first preforms and thereafter performs the subject content. The very performance captures the stage of curricula as enacted.

Curricula are content, and the student teachers who perform their presentations have created a representation of curricula using the available media and software. The student teachers take the role of teacher-as-curricular designer (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). However, the current project stresses that there is a process of curricular
interpretation going on as the preformed slides are being performed. The horizontal and vertical approaches to its performance reveal that the students redesign the PowerPoint slides during their performance by various means of selecting, elaborating and extending the slides’ content. Thereby, the current project subscribes to a view of curriculum design as bricolage, a view that ‘emphasizes situational creativity and flexibility, through tactically and contingently selecting and unselecting elements from what is available. Teachers constantly negotiate a balance between technology, pedagogy and content in ways that are appropriate to the specific parameters of an ever-changing educational context’ (Herring et al., 2016, p. 21).

However, the curricular paradox takes on a new dimension in the current setting. According to the view on schooling as representational epistemology, ‘our knowledge “stands for” or represents a world that is separate from our knowledge itself’ (Osberg & Biesta, 2003, p. 84). Student teachers’ representations of teachers’ professional knowledge do not re-present some preexisting reality but actively construct it (Unsworth, 2011). Representations ‘produce’ and ‘create’ the object they assume to represent; that is, objects gain their meaning in and within representations. These representations are always influenced or mediated by ways of thinking about the world; therefore, they are not fixed (Miller & Colwill, 2010). This is the underlying view that also is embedded in the LDS; the understanding of learning and knowing is closely related to the learner’s ability to represent his or her understanding by utilising all available modes and media. The student teachers observed in the current project have represented the world of schooling in the auditorium on campus by presenting images along with their own recollections of the what, how and whys of their own teaching experiences during practicum placement. The performativity theory supports the notion of what is being performed on stage is not reality itself; rather, it is framed by the arrangements organising a divide between performers and spectators. Hence, an understanding is reached that what is performed is different from the untransformed reality itself (Bateson, 1954).

The notion of ‘curricula as enacted’ lends itself to an exploration of the relationship between its existence outside of the classroom and its representation within. If we
borrow from the field of arts on the relationship between the performer and what is being performed, a question can be posed: ‘Is it ever possible to understand the meaning of a work of art as separate from the way in which we receive it?’ Translated to settings in education, the piece of art should be replaced with how a curricular topic is being performed in the classroom by a teacher using presentation technology. Are the curricula different from how a student teacher perceives it and turns it into a representation? Where, then, does the curricula reside? Do curricula exist independently of the teachers? Teachers ‘are an integral part of the curriculum constructed and enacted in the classrooms’ (Clandinin & Connelly, 1992, p. 363). Then, in terms or presentations as multimodal events, teachers become literally part of curriculum by taking into consideration the embodied meaning making resources that form intersemiotic coherence across the modes projected on screen and the modes utilised by the person performing.

A quote by Yeats may shed light on the contradictory position on seeing what is performed – curricula – as inseparable from its expression. This is quite contrary to the premises of the current study and introduces a new paradox, this time on the ontological level:

*O chestnut tree, great rooted blossomer,*
*Are you the leaf, the blossom or the bole?*
*O body swayed to music, O brightening glance,*
*How can we know the dancer from the dance?*

8. Conclusion

Through three different research designs, the practice of presenting subject content has been investigated as a learning activity situated in teacher education. The settings observed were authentic learning situations representative of activities that take place in contemporary teacher education. Data were collected by video observation of student teachers presenting various curricular topics for their peers.

Informed by Shulman’s construct of the PCK, the project has operationalised the processes of *transformation and representation*. As the theoretical framework developed, it became clear that transformation and representation are concepts that not only reflect the essential aspects of the teaching skill, but they also reach into multimodal social semiotic theories on language and communication. Therefore, the project has moved into a cross-disciplinary field, one where the content of established pedagogical concepts has been expanded by taking on additional meaning from the field of multimodality and social semiotics.

At the core of the current study is the LDS, an established model of how meaning is constructed in an educational setting. The current project contributes to the field of design for learning by using the LDS as a map to explore the field under scrutiny. The project may contribute to the field by actively applying an established theoretical framework to seek answers to the research questions that are pertinent to a widespread practice in higher education across the globe.

The amendment of the LDS may be considered a contribution to the field in that it merges the findings of the study on PowerPoint as semiotic technology and practice (Zhao et al., 2014) and the existing theoretical framework as manifested in perspectives of designs for learning, as described by Selander and Kress (2008, 2010) and Selander (2017). The ‘liveness’ of the presentation is captured by the notion of intersemiotic relationships, which is captured by the aforementioned study and embedded in the LDS model borrowed from the latter study.
The understanding of student-led presentations as a learning activity situated in teacher education is closely linked to an in-depth study of the concepts of the *transformation and representation* of the subject content. The term PCK may be considered a reference point that connects the project with fundamental ideas of what constitutes teachers’ professional knowledge. At a time where digital technology is omnipresent in educational institutions at all levels, the present project may contribute to raising awareness that at its core, semiotic technologies are technologies for making meaning. Therefore, student teachers should become aware of the meaning making processes that are at the basis of the practice of presenting; it is a performative activity where the student teacher designs and enacts curricula, thereby performing a version of the curricular item. This notion raises epistemological concerns, as addressed in the current project.

The Norwegian national curriculum (LK06) has encouraged student activities where communicative skills are practised, by producing digital artefacts alone and then through communicative events unfolding in time where the meaning is distributed between multiple resources, both verbal and nonverbal. This observation may legitimise and explain the prevalence of *presentation* as a learning activity in compulsory school in a Norwegian context. Therefore, during their preservice years on campus, student teachers should be made aware of both the theoretical and practical implications of the curricular guidelines to which the current project may add relevant information.

The current research project is closely linked to educational practice and puts the student at the centre of observation. The project may be considered relevant because the settings that are subject to observation are naturally occurring learning activities initiated by subject teachers in TE. Critiques have been raised against how pedagogical disciplines are remote from educational practice (Hargreaves, 2007). However, the research outcome of the current project is more inclined to have a theoretical than practical value. The findings offer models of processes that may offer new perspectives on familiar activities; however, no normative propositional statements are formulated as to what should be considered a ‘best practice’. In terms
of practical applicability, the outcome positions the project towards that of scientific pedagogical knowledge rather than pedagogical practical knowledge (Holm, Rasmussen, & Kruse, 2007). This can be considered a paradox, as long as the research has been focused on the performative aspects of teaching. On the other hand, the findings may encourage future research that operationalises the findings within research designs that aim at developing teaching methods concerned with effective teaching.

Within the confines of a PhD project, the inherent latency of doing research while studying to become a researcher offers its own challenges. The theoretical field of multimodality and social semiotics is still being developed as these theories are tested and systematised in various research settings. This can be illustrated by the book *Introducing Multimodality* (Jewitt et al., 2016), which using previous research in the field identifies three different directions of conducting multimodal studies. The timing of the release of an introductory handbook in 2016 illustrates how the field evolves and redefines itself partly based on the accumulated knowledge contributed by the actual application of theory in research projects. In a similar fashion, the current project may have contributed new perspectives to the theoretical foundations of designs for learning.
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Appendix
Feltdstudie knytt til doktorgradsprosjekt om bruk av presentasjonsteknologi i lærarutdanninga

Eg syner til den korte informasjonsøkta eg hadde med dykk den 30. september i xxx sin time. Eg informerte då om mitt doktorgradsprosjekt kor eg ynskjer å undersøka lærarstudentar sin bruk av Power-point og anna presentasjonsteknologi til framlegging av fagstoff, praksiserfaringar o.a. Vi vart då samd om at eg kan vere til stades og samle data under dykkar framlegg den 13. og 14.11 kor de legg fram for kvar andre røynsler frå praksis og frå arbeidet med (namn på prosjekt). Med dette skrivet vil eg for ordensskuld be om ditt skriftlege samtykke på at du deltar i studien.

Som deltakar i studien skal du heilt enkelt stille til undervisninga slik du elles ville gjort, utan noko anna form for føreruing enn elles. For å samle inn data kan eg kome til å be om å få intervjuue deg åleine eller saman med andre studentar i klassen, før eller etter undervisningsøkta. Eg vil samle data ved å filme dei ulike presentasjonane med eit videokamera plassert bak i klasserommet, retta mot den/dei som underviser og lysbileta som presentasjonen støttar seg på. Videomaterialet og intervjuua vil bli transkribert, analysert og nyttta som empirisk materiale i forskingsarbeidet mitt. Eg vil ikkje på nokon måte evaluere eller vurdere arbeidet dykkar, mitt arbeid er å observere og samle data for å forstå kva som skjer i undervisningssettingar der presentasjonsteknologi vert nytta.

Datamaterialet (video, intervju, notat) vil kun bli nytt av meg til å analysere det som har gått føre seg. Data vil bli lagra på servarar utilgjengeleg for andre og det vil verte sletta etter at doktorgradsprosjektet er over. I den grad data vil verte nyttta i publikasjonar, kan eg garantere konfidensialitet ved at din person og (namn på høgskule) som institusjon er anonymisert og ikkje mogleg å identifisere av lesaren.

Eg vil be om ditt informerte samtykke ved at du svarar meg på e-posten: oystein.kvinge@hsh.no med «musikk» i emnefeltet, og ei kort melding om du kan delta i forskingsprosjektet eller ikkje. Om du har spørsmål kan du gjerne ringe eller sende e-post, sjå kontaktopplysningane i headinga på dette brevet. Eg vil understreke at det er friviljeg å delta, og ein kan trekke seg undervegs utan å måtte forklare kvifor.

Prosjektet er ein del av HSH sitt overordna forskingsprosjekt «Improvisation in teacher education», og er meldt inn og registrert hjå Norsk samfunnsvitskapleg datateneste.

Bergen 30/9/2014
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Presentation is the default mode of communication in higher education. Teacher education is no exception, and student teachers learn the practice of presenting by observing their subject teachers and by performing their own presentations. This study proposes an analytical framework based on the Learning Design Sequence (LDS) (Selander, 2008), which captures the design and processual aspects of presentation in the context of teacher education. Subject to observations are the student teachers’ performances of reports from their practicum placement.

The study departs from Shulman’s (1987) ideas regarding what constitute essential teaching skills. He identified the transformation and representation of subject content as two key aspects of teaching. Transformation entails didactic reasoning regarding how to make a subject matter comprehensible, whereas representation entails giving ideas a material shape.

By approaching presentation as a semiotic practice (Zhao, 2014), transformation and representation take on additional meaning; it is akin to a sign-making activity motivated by pedagogical ends. By using the LDS as an analytical tool, the students’ agentive process of sign making is modelled as two transformation cycles. The first cycle captures the students’ pre-forming activity of giving shape to knowledge by designing a semiotic artefact: a PowerPoint slide show. The second cycle captures the performance of the slides for an audience. The model reflects the dynamic multimodal interplay that occurs between the presenter and the semiotic artefact during performance.

The amended LDS supports the analysis of presentation at three levels: the semiotic, interpretative and curricular levels.

**Keywords:** semiotic technology; semiotic practice; transformation; presentation; representation; learning design sequence
students experience as learners of teaching “dramatically shapes their view of practice” (Korthagen, Loughran, & Russell, 2006). Hand in hand with observing how teacher educators teach by presenting, students obtain first-hand experience with the phenomena when they present for peer students the outcome of assignments. Thus, presentation has a double function in teacher education in that it is resorted to extensively by teacher educators and student teachers alike (Orange & Rambo, G.-R.M & Birkeland, N. R., 2017) and in that it directly and indirectly affects the production and dissemination of knowledge.

Within the context of educational research, studies have for several decades focused on how the ubiquitous usage of PowerPoint has made this presentation tool the ‘default mode of discourse’ in higher education. Attention has been paid to how it affects the dynamics of pedagogical settings and the general relationship between presenter and students (Craig & Amernic, 2006). Questions have been asked as to what has become the central focal point of the teaching situation: the presentation medium itself or the teacher. The delivery of meaning, as opposed to the formulation of meaning, becomes most important (Angus, 1998). A major pedagogical issue with PowerPoint presentations is that receivers may become ‘passively engaged’ and not ‘actively engaged’, as Jones claims (Jones, 2003). Tufte warns that PowerPoint elevates form over content (Tufte, 2003), and Adams adds to this notion that the software package invites the usage of document templates that add a particular formatting to presentations, inevitably reducing the content to bullet points. He asks:

‘By reforming and presenting knowledge primarily as bulleted items couched on Microsoft templates, are teachers inadvertently short-circuiting the tacit, mimetic, and dialogic dimensions of the teaching-learning relationship (Adams, 2006, p. 409)?’

Recent studies apply a multimodal framework to analysing presentations in academic settings (Jurado, 2015; Querol Julián & Fortanet Gómez, 2014; Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas, 2005; Zhao, Djonov, & Van Leeuwen, 2014). Affiliated with the linguistic research on language in use, these studies are based on an understanding that in such events, meaning is made through the interplay of multiple semiotic resources or modes, not by speech or text alone. Modes constitute resources for making meaning, as they are deployed concurrently in oral and written text, i.e. the speaker elaborates through talk and gesture on an image or graph displayed on the screen. Taking the stance that meaning occurs in a context of signs mediated by technology and by embodied action, the presenter is attended to as a sign maker (Camiciottoli & Fortanet-Gómez, 2015).

This study borrows perspectives from the latter category of studies, wherein presentation is considered a semiotic practice. Understanding how meaning is made in familiar contexts in teacher education is a central issue. The study addresses a gap in the research literature by approaching well-established software as semiotic technology—that is, technology for making meaning—in combination with perspectives from pedagogy, which sees the teacher as agentive in transforming the curricula by giving it a material representation motivated by pedagogical ends.

The research question reflects the paper’s intention; the aim is to establish a conceptual framework that offers an approach to analysing, describing and explaining the widespread practice under scrutiny. The main research question is:

- How can the multimodal and dynamic interplay between the student teacher and the digital representation of the curricula be analysed, described and understood?

**Multimodal social semiotic approach**

By viewing the student teacher as a sign-maker, the focus goes beyond attending to how only speech and written text contribute to making meaning. Rather, speech and writing are considered distinct modes, as they are distinct from a point of materiality: meaning is conveyed as sound versus graphic substance (G. Kress & Bezemer, 2015). In principle actions, such as gestures, interaction with computers, posture and gaze are also potential resources for communicating meaning. These observations make it reasonable to apply a multimodal social semiotic approach at the substantive level in the current study: A basic assumption of social semiotics is that:

‘meanings derive from social action and interaction using semiotic resources as tools. It stresses the agency of sign makers, focusing on modes and their affordances, as well as the social uses and needs they serve (Jewitt, Bezemer, & O’Halloran, 2016, p. 58).’

A key aspect of social semiotics is that sign making, and thereby acts of meaning making, is a motivated activity. Essential is the notion that the sign maker, guided by his or her interest, is considered to select from available resources to make an apt representation or sign of the aspect of the world that is in focus currently. In semiotic terms, communication is about selecting the most apt signifier for the signified. In addition, signs, which are the expression side of meaning, are thought to be remade continuously according to the needs of the person acting. Signs are no stable entity; rather, the social semiotic approach views signs as invented by the acting person due to the needs of the given situation in the given social setting.

Therefore, learning, as conceived of within a social semiotic framework, revolves around the learner’s transformative action of sign making. Learning in a multimodal context involves re-making and re-designing meaning (G. Kress & Bezemer, 2015; G. R. Kress, 2010; S. Selander, 2017). Making signs in the context of teacher education, involves the learner’s remaking of teacher educators’ (and others’) signs according to the context of the lesson, and the different interests of the teacher and students. The transformative work of the student as a sign maker is evidence of the agency and interest of the sign-maker (G. Kress & Bezemer, 2015). The agency of the learner becomes an important matter of recognition.
This study approaches the phenomena of the transformation of curricula as the student teacher’s agentive creation of a new representation of the issue at hand by first selecting what to represent, and second selecting a mode available for its expression. Transformation as such describes the process of giving meaning a shape, a process that entails semiotic change. There is, however, a distinction between the terms transformation and transduction to describe semiotic change (G. Kress & Bezemer, 2015; G. R. Kress, 2010). Transformation describes semiotic changes within the same mode, i.e. a student summarises an idea outlined in a book and gives it a new representation in terms of a text summary or a bullet point on a slide. The mode in this case is text, although the media for distribution changes. Such a semiotic change, from text to text is therefore described as intra-modal. Transduction describes semiotic changes from one mode to another. Such a semiotic change is referred to as inter-modal. An example that will be discussed below is how a student chooses to represent music using the mode of text. Transduction, in that case, describes the semiotic change from an audio to a visual mode. Of importance is the observation that not all properties of the idea at hand can be represented equally well in both modes; there are gains and losses depending on the context and purpose of its presentation.

To study the process of bringing ideas and concepts from a state of pre-formed to a state of performed, a social semiotic perspective on how meaning is made in different articulations is adopted. A preparatory stage of design precedes a performative stage of production, where design is the conceptual side of expression and the expression side of conception (G. Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001; Van Leeuwen, 2005). In this research context, curricular ideas and concepts are at the stage of design captured by the semiotic artefact of a PowerPoint slide, made by the students, and they stand midway between content and expression. PowerPoint slides, at the stage of design, can be compared to ‘intermediate productions’ (G. Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001; Van Leeuwen, 2005), such as a musical score. Production refers to the actual material articulation of the semiotic artefact or semiotic event. Musical scores become articulated as sound as the design is materialised at the stage of production. Similarly, production can be conceived of as the stage wherein the semiotic artefact of a PowerPoint slide is turned into a semiotic event; the meaning is articulated in action across modes afforded by the media and through the embodied modes—such as speech and gesture—deployed by the presenter.

The current study finds a theoretical foundation for an inquiry into how meaning is made in institutional social settings, where semiotic technology and semiotic artefacts play a central role. However, as an educational research effort, an additional pedagogical dimension is adopted from Shulman’s ideas regarding what constitutes essential teaching skills. As will be explained below, his concepts of transformation and representation could be what merge transformative semiotic practice with pedagogy.

PCK: transformation and representation
Schulman established the concept of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) (L. Shulman, 1986, 1987), which captures what he considered the crucial elements of the knowledge base of the teaching profession: knowing both the subject matter and the pedagogical reasoning required for teaching the subject content. Central to his thinking are the concepts of transformation and representation. In his terms, transformation is primarily concerned with the didactic planning and didactic design aspects of teaching:

‘These forms of transformation, these aspects of the process wherein one moves from personal comprehension to preparing for the comprehension of others, are the essence of the act of pedagogical reasoning, of teaching as thinking, and of planning – whether explicitly or implicitly – the performance of teaching (L. Shulman, 1987, p. 16).’

His concept of representation reflects the expressive side of the teacher’s transformation of subject content. Shulman’s concept of representation aligns well with how student teachers give curricula a material appearance as a semiotic artefact, such as a PowerPoint slide:

‘Representation involves thinking through the key ideas in the text or lesson and identifying the alternative ways of representing them to students. What analogies, metaphors, examples, demonstrations, simulations, and the like can help to build a bridge between the teacher’s comprehension and that desired for the students (L. Shulman, 1987, p. 16)?’

It is worth noting that transformation, in Shulman’s terms, involves both an aspect of implicit action, such as thinking, planning and designing, and an explicit action, formulated as “the performance of teaching” (Shulman, 1987). This dualism is also present in the situations explored in this particular study: the student teachers utilise semiotic technology first in the design process of making partial representations of curricula in terms of items on a series of slides, followed by the stage of production, which corresponds to the actual presentation of the slides. The curricular items subject to transformation may as such be considered to reside in the tension between curricula as pre-formed and curricula as performed (Van Leeuwen, 2016). They are designs that must be performed by means of the student teachers’ in situ decision-making regarding upon which transformative and representative semiotic resources to draw.

Method
Empirical data are student teachers’ own responses to an assignment given early in the first term of a year course in music pedagogy. The compulsory task required the students to plan their first music lesson and to define the aims and purposes of their instructional activities. Relevant theory from the syllabus should support their planning and be used for reference. A curricular item, the Didactic Relation Model (Björndal, 1978), was utilised by the students as a tool for planning their lessons. Their planned lessons were carried out during their practicum placement. The students must submit a report based on their own experience and the feedback they received from their teacher in placement. These written reports became re-designed and transformed into PowerPoint slides, and
After the video-recorded presentations constitute the main source material in the current study. A single HD camera was positioned at the back of the classrooms to capture the student teachers’ actions and speech and the projection screen. During the presentations, field notes were taken to supplement the video data.

The study design is an instrumental case study, which refers to an interest in a particular case with a view to examine an issue for insights (Stake, 1995). The instrumental case study is an appropriate tool, as it facilitates an understanding of a particular phenomenon other than the case itself. In this study, the cases comprise presentations performed by students; however, the phenomenon external to the situations is that of curricular transformation. It is common for instrumental case studies to ‘test existing theory in a real site’ (Mills, Durepos, & Wiebe, 2010) and the use of an instrumental case study may, as demonstrated herein, facilitate the development of new theory and demonstrate the applicability of the new theory. For this study, the theoretical model of the LDS, discussed below, provides a theoretical framework that helps conceptualise the phenomena under scrutiny. This framework will be subject to discussion in terms of its applicability, resulting in a revised model.

**Data and transcription**

The aim of analysing a situated, social activity is usually related to how participants make meaning in naturally occurring interactions, where information about the setting, manipulation of objects, body language, etc. may need to be integral to transcription (Lancaster, Hauck, Hampel, & Flewitt, 2013, p. 45). A transcription template was therefore developed to allow for a multi-layered notation of the multimodal action that unfolds during presentations. Each layer represents a separate mode. The layers were further categorised, drawing on the study on Powerpoint conducted by Zhao, Djonov and Van Leeuwen (2014). These categories are labelled on the one hand as resources for coordination, including embodied gestures and interaction with computers, and on the other hand as semantic integration, referring to the relationship between the presenter’s speech and the visual content of the slides, such as text, images or graphics.

Regarding the analysis of multiple segments across a collection of cases, this approach does not attempt to draw on a statistical defence of the claims of regularity. At the heart of the approach is the concern for local, situated evidence of the relevance of the analysis (Heath, Hindmarsh, & Luff, 2010). For the purpose of this paper, the focus of the video analysis is directed towards a sample of three presentations performed by students in a year course in music pedagogy.

**Analysis**

To support the analysis of the data from the field, the project takes as a starting point the Learning Design Sequence, developed by Selander and Kress (2008, 2010). Their model supports the analysis of the design activity in learning sequences, the formation and transformation of knowledge (Selander, 2008). It may be conceived as a theoretical map that identifies critical incidents in a learning process, where the learner’s activities are observed at the level of sign-making. The original LDS model is informed by observations made of pupils’ actions in settings across a selection of secondary schools. The application of the model in this particular project, however, is motivated by the notion that student teachers are also learners who are engaged in learning processes that involve their transformation of curricular items.

A model of the formally framed LDS (Figure 1) features 1) contextual framing, which defines pre-conditions for activities and the staging of an activity; 2) the primary transformation cycle, where students utilise miscellaneous resources to process information and create their own representation; and 3) the secondary transformation cycle, where the students’ work, in terms of their representations of a given topic, is being presented, discussed and assessed.

**Figure 1:** The learning design sequence, original (Selander & Kress, 2008, 2010).
In the settings observed in the current study, the student teachers engage with curricular items in two stages that correspond to the first and second transformation cycles of the LDS. In the first cycle, the student directs his or her transformative engagement towards the assignment issued by the teacher educator, towards recent personal experiences from the practicum and towards relevant texts from the syllabus. Available are semiotic resources afforded by the software and technology. The semiotic software permits the students to design a multimodal representation of the issue at hand. In material terms, the outcome of the first cycle is a PowerPoint slideshow. This is referred to as a representation in the LDS model. In the context of teacher education, researchers focus in this first cycle on design principles, which may be evidenced by the students' transformative selections of aspects of curricula. What is represented and through which modes? How are these modes combined and what cohesive ties exist among the various design elements?

Finally, and in correspondence with the LDS model's second transformation cycle, the student-made representation is presented for subject teachers and peer students for feedback, discussion and assessment. The settings, which are observed and video-recorded for the current study, are numerous instances of the second transformation cycle. Although the transformation this time takes place in real time, the presenter’s agency and interest are also considered to be guiding the transformative processes across the modes available in the situation. The researcher's focus is on the multimodal interplay that occurs between the semiotic artefact, referred to as representation in the LDS, and the student teachers’ speech and actions.

A set of analytical tools, as formulated by Van Leeuwen, are utilised to identify the interaction and processes that create cohesion across a range of modes (Van Leeuwen, 2005). These belong primarily to the category of information linking, which relates to how temporal or causal links are established between elements in multimodal texts, and in this case, multimodal action. The concepts of ‘elaboration’ and ‘extension’ specify the relation between modes. In the case of ‘elaboration’, content realised in one mode is restated through another mode in specific ways, such as by providing an explanation, an example or a summary. In the case of ‘extension’, one mode adds new, related content to the content expressed in another mode.

**Findings**

The analysis that follows is directed towards a selection of three slides from three cases that are representative of the variation in the data collection. These slides are first investigated on their own to comment on their multimodal compositions. This constitutes the design stage in semiotic terms. Thereafter, the analysis investigates what happens when these slides are presented. Focus is then directed towards the interplay between the pre-formed slides and the meaning-making resources applied by the student who performs the slide. In semiotic terms, this constitutes the production stage. The structure of the text that follows below is organised example by example, first by looking at its design and thereafter at its production.

**Example 1. Design**

The first example (Figure 2) is selected from the aforementioned sessions, where first-year music teacher students presented with support of PowerPoint their experiences from practicum to their peers. Typically, the students presented the aim, content and assessment criteria of lessons that they carried out during practicum placement. The slide referred to below is the fifth in a set comprising a total of eight, and it appears after a slide detailing what the students to design a multimodal representation of the issue at hand. In semiotic terms, this constitutes the production stage. The structure of the text that follows below is organised example by example, first by looking at its design and thereafter at its production.

**Figure 2:** Transcript of example 1 featuring the components of the slide and the presenter’s speech.
the curricular standard, whereas the subordinate clauses in lines 2 and 4 indicate the student’s own reflection in terms of a desire to question and elaborate on the particular issues addressed in lines 1 and 3. The current slide extends and elaborates by questioning and problematizing the details of the prior slide, which specified the assessment criteria of the pupils’ achievement. Rhythm, a cohesion mechanism organizing temporal information, may therefore describe the relationship between the current and preceding slide.

The graphic image of an ascending C-major scale is aligned centre, below the bulleted list. The image features letters that serve as a caption, as they name the individual notes of the scale. The letters anchor (Barthes, 2003) the scale by drawing focus to the didactic aspect of the name of the notes. One might expect to find cohesive ties linking the image of the C-major scale with the textual content above. However, there appears to be no semantic link between the image and the points of the unordered list. The image finds no reference in the previous slide either, so there are no cohesive ties in the slide alone that serve to anchor the image semantically in the context of the music lesson explained.

**Example 1. Production**

In what follows, example 1 will be discussed in terms of its production, which relates to the multimodal articulation of the slide. The transcript above of the student’s speech begins with the student addressing text lines 3 and 4, and the transcript extends until the student ends the focus on that particular slide. During the transcribed sequence, the student is positioned next to the lectern, where the laptop is located. She stands facing the audience at an angle permitting her to view the projection screen if desired. The most prominent embodied meaning-making resource deployed by the presenter is speech, but gesture also comes into play for a moment.

As the transcript above reveals, text lines 3 and 4 are rephrased by the student, who combines the two sentence fragments into a single fuller sentence by inserting a conjunction between the two clause fragments: ‘and the goals should be possible to reach for all, but still you can have individual adjustments where you … for example (…)’. What follows is a brief spoken account in which the student exemplifies how she envisages the individual adjustment may be turned into practice. The performance of the slide concludes with the student addressing the slide again by rephrasing the final bullet point. She does so by elaborating on the meaning by stressing its importance, ‘it is very important to adjust this’.

The student’s verbal account regarding teaching the C-major scale establishes a cohesive tie to text lines 3 and 4. The example, performed by the student as speech, elaborates on the content of the sentence fragments. This cohesive link can be described as elaboration by example. Judging by the slide alone, the image of the C-major scale is apparently out of context, as pointed out above. However, as the student through the mode of speech begins elaborating on the content by giving an example, the image enters into inter semiotic relations. First, through a pointing gesture directed at the screen, the student integrates the image into the discourse. The pointing gesture comprises one phase featuring a single stroke (Kendon, 2004) and runs parallel with the first part of the verbal utterance, as indicated in italics: “... [stroke begins] for example, if they are going to learn [stroke ends] the C-major scale”. The movement is accomplished as a single stroke, where the left hand extends towards the projection screen before the arms is retracted to its recovery position. The left forearm movement’s preparatory and recovery positions are the same; the arm rests along the body. The gesture can be described as a palm addressed gesture in that it is an open hand directed towards an object. Gesture partners with speech in the utterance produced, and directs the attention towards the visual illustration and its meaning in the current context.

The steps of the scale, as curricular entities, are referred to in the verbal mode of speech and the image becomes a visual counterpart to the student’s spoken account. The affordance of speech allows the presenter to undertake didactic reflections, whereas the static image of the scale draws on the affordance of imagery; the visual features of the musical notation offer specific and immediate information. The image does as such offer information that is more specific about the properties of the musical scale and thus serves as an illustration.

Example 1, as described both in terms of design and production, indicates that presenting entails co-ordination of semiotic resources. If the slide is read as a text alone, the design of the slide features elements that are insufficiently integrated semantically, such as the C-major scale. The semantic links which integrates the elements are not present judging by the design alone, as these links are realised by the speech and gesture of the presenter. Co-ordination in this case involves including into the discourse elements which are present visually, but which are not yet semantically integrated.

The next example represents the widespread academic practice of integrating text quotations from the syllabus into the design. The pre-formed slides may be considered to represent curricula directly through the integration of curricular excerpts. However, as the analysis reveals, text quotations may also undergo transformative processes during performance.

**Example 2. Design**

The slide selected for illustration in example 2 (Figure 3), is the third slide in a series of seven. Whereas the slide preceding the current slide reveals in detail how this student has planned the aims, constraints and ‘what, how and why’ of her lesson by applying the Didactic Relation Model, the current slide addresses in more detail just the two first elements: the aim and constraints. Therefore, there exists a cohesive tie between the preceding and current slide in that the current slide extends the content of the preceding by providing the rationale behind the choices made by the student at the planning stage.

The current slide features the main headline ‘Didactic choices’ and the three subheadings ‘Didactic relation model’, ‘Aim’ and ‘Constraints’. Each subsection features 2–3 sub-clauses. The affordance of the software, as to designing the layout, is utilised to make the three
Example 2. Production

The current slide is performed by the student teacher who is positioned at the lectern, facing the peer students, yet with the possibility to face the projection screen. The analytical observations concern the relationship between the text quotation on the slide and the student’s verbal elaboration thereof. She introduces the first topic, that of the didactic relation model, by contextualising it; she does so by referring to the fact that the model is presented in a specific textbook of the syllabus. However, during her presentation, she rephrases the very quotation she has embedded in her slide. An interpretation takes place as she extends the viability of the model from concerning teachers only to students as well. However, she omits the latter part of the quotation and includes the sentence fragments 'better overview and control' from the clause below in its place. If the student’s verbal speech is considered the most prominent mode at this moment, the latter part of the quotation ‘better overview and control’ may be considered to elaborate on the students’ tune. Most notably, the case exemplifies how a specific textbook of the syllabus. However, during her presentation, she rephrases the very quotation she has extended in her slide. An interpretation takes place as she extends the viability of the model from concerning teachers only to students as well. However, she omits the latter part of the quotation and includes the sentence fragments 'better overview and control' from the clause below in its place. If the student’s verbal speech is considered the most prominent mode at this moment, the mode of speech may be considered to elaborate on the text quotation by interpreting it; items are added to and omitted from the quotation. By flipping the roles, making the text quotation the most prominent, a different relation occurs. In the latter case, the text quotation becomes the more elaborate. The displayed text now elaborates on what is spoken, as it features information that is more specific regarding the purpose of the model.

Example 3. Design

The final example (Figure 4) is selected to analyse how a musical composition, Leonard Cohen’s song “Hallelujah”, is transformed by transduction at the design stage. The curricular item—Cohen’s tune—is represented using visual modes: lyrics as text and chord symbols as letters. Spatial organisation places the chord symbols at the appropriate place above the lyrics. The design resembles a widespread format used for distributing lyrics and chords on the Internet, where traditional musical devices, such as notes, clefs, bars, time and key signature are omitted. Due to the affordances and constraints of using the mode of text for musical representation, certain aspects of the tune cannot be represented at the design stage. Foregrounded in the current example are lyrics and chords and the overall compositional order of verses and choruses.

Example 3. Production

The transcribed section (overleaf) is the conclusion of the student’s presentation. The student brings the tune into the discourse by producing it on screen: ‘Then I brought along this’. She elaborates on the chord symbols by making the didactic assessment that they are achievable by the pupils: ‘as you can see, the chords are simple’. Further, she establishes a cohesive tie by extension, as she relates the audience that she may adapt the tune according to how quickly the pupils learn. She thereby extends the meaning of the slide by providing related information, her didactic reasoning of the tune’s simplicity, which is a topic not represented in the slide.

The notion of transduction may aid the analysis as to what transformative process the curricular item of the tune is subject. Most notably, the case exemplifies how a...
curricular entity, which is a piece of music, is represented as a slide populated by text. The inter-modal semiotic change from sound to text makes certain aspects of the tune foregrounded and other aspects not represented at all. The aspects of the tune commented on by the presenter are visual; ‘as you can see’ she says, and she makes a judgement of the attainment of the chords based on their visual properties as notation. However, a representation of the tune as sound might reveal other aspects of the song, i.e. the tempo of chord changes and arpeggiated chords vs strum chords, which might contradict the claim of the tune’s simplicity.

Discussion
In the following section, the aim is to discuss a revised version of the LDS model (Figure 5) in view of the theoretical perspectives and empirical observations presented above. A revision of the model may therefore contribute to answering the research question of this paper in that it will serve as a graphic depiction of a conceptual framework that captures the processes, entities and relations at play in the situations observed.

The original LDS model features three perspectives that constitute the contextual framing and that influence the sign maker’s meaning-making activities. These are institutional norms, learning resources and curricula. In the cases observed in the current study, the social setting is situated in an institutionalised environment in teacher education. Institutional norms are expressed through the assignments given by the subject teacher to which the student teachers respond and for which they receive feedback. Norms are the formal requirements that should be attended to by the student, such as abiding by academic routines, i.e. referencing the relevant literature and demonstrating its application in the current project. Examples include the students’ demonstration of the use of the Didactic Relation Model as a tool for planning lessons, as well as the case wherein a pre-selected quotation from the syllabus is being interpreted during presentation. Such requirements constitute preconditions that regulate the setting by imposing formal, normative standards onto the transformation processes the students undertake.

Presentations are closely governed by what resources are made available for making meaning. The furnishing of classrooms in teacher education reflects the current trend of the digitalisation of the school system. Interactive whiteboards or projection screens are by their central position in the classroom given prominence, and they are utilised in educational practice. Their adoption by teacher educators further contributes to establishing presentation as a norm in terms of teaching methods. As referred to in the introduction, studies have found that teacher educators’ practices shape student teachers’ views of teaching (Korthagen et al., 2006). It can therefore be assumed that the modelling role of teacher educators contributes to establishing the presentation format as a norm in the dissemination of knowledge. The use of semiotic technology in teacher education may as such be considered as representing a norm that comes to be expressed via the omniscient presence of the technology and its application by teacher educators.

Curricula constitute a part of the contextual framing of the situations observed. Adapted to the current setting, curricula can be conceived of as ‘plans, on several levels of generality, made for guiding teacher students’ learning and the actualization of those plans’ (Glatthorn, Boschee, & Whitehead, 2006). The example that features a student’s reasoning regarding how to implement the Didactic Relation Model (ex. 2) illustrates how a student interprets curricular plans and puts those plans into practice. Other data show a small portion of the students’ choices regarding how to represent curricula at the design stage. Images, text quotations, bulleted lists and music as chords/lyrics represent evidence of students’ re-making of curricular items through transformation and transduction.

Central to this study is the epistemological belief that the curriculum itself is not being presented in the current context; rather what the students perform is a representation of curricular objects. A representation is never an exact reproduction of anything in existence. This notion stems from the epistemological position that knowledge and knowing do not exist in themselves devoid of any expression or form (Selander, 2017). The issue of curricular representation is therefore more of a matter of how
Curricula are usually thought of as represented on three levels—intended, implemented and attained (Goodlad, 1979). Of concern in the current study is the level of implementation that can be further refined into perceived curriculum, which reflects the interpretation of a curriculum by teachers, and operational curriculum, which reflects the ‘curricula-in-action’ in the classrooms (Thijs & Van den Akker, 2009). The current study shows how the process of presenting entails interpretation, both at the stage of design and at the stage of production. At the stage of design, interpretation is expressed in terms of the student teachers’ design choices pertaining to the multimodal re-design of the topics at hand. Interpretation is then expressed through the selection of what to represent and how to represent it. At the stage of production, the design is materialised as a multimodal event. Interpretation at this stage is expressed through the students’ elaboration and extension of the visual content. Examples have shown how a quotation is interpreted and how selections of text are commented upon.

In the current context, the term ‘operational curricula’, or ‘curricula-in-action’, can be conceived of through designs turned into production. The element of ‘action’ is captured by how the curricular design is articulated during its performance. Zhao et al. (2014) liken the presenter to that of an ‘author’ who makes decisions about how to combine the meaning-making resources deployed in the slides. Examples above show how the students bring into the discourse visual elements that are not semantically integrated until the presenter points or makes verbal reference, such as to images or song lyrics. New relations occur dynamically, ‘in action’, between the spoken utterances and gestural actions of the presenter and the visual elements of the slides. Thus, in the current context, the operational dimension of curricular implementation is reflected by the notion of curricula as being performed.

Essential to the multimodal social semiotic approach is the idea that transformations and transductions are evidence of the agency and interest of the sign-maker (G. Kress & Bezemer, 2015). The notion of agency corresponds well with how the term interest is present as an overarching principle in the original LDS model. In the context of teacher education, however, the term interest takes on additional meaning, as it echoes the transformation process in Shulman’s PCK construct; the transformation of subject content should be motivated by pedagogical reflection and a pedagogical purpose. As such, the student’s interest is encouraged to be directed towards both the curricular items itself and their representation, both at the design stage and the production stage. When applying the LDS to settings in teacher education, the term interest should therefore reflect the overarching principle of PCK. A crucial aspect of PCK would then be to raise the students’ awareness of the pedagogical affordance of modes in terms of how aspects of the topic in question are best represented, through transformation or transduction, and further how to make a coherent representation during the production stage by drawing on embodied resources, such as speech and gesture.

This brings the focus to the first transformation unit. This cycle models the students’ agency and interest by reflecting how students turn curricular items into a preliminary material representation in the shape of slides. A revised cycle should reflect the acts of transformation and transduction, as illustrated by the data. These processes do challenge the students’ perceptions of how to represent the item at hand best. Norms suggest that bullet points on a PowerPoint slide is the way to go, but the affordances of modes in terms of capturing meaning can best be represented in a revised LDS model by including the distinction between intra- and inter-modal transformation.

Figure 5: The Learning Design Sequence, amended.
The second transformation cycle of the original model represents the stage of discussion, assessment and reflection. This study does not object to that observation, rather, the situations observed conform to these notions in that the presentations indeed were subject to discussion, reflection and assessment. However, the issue at stake in the current study is gaining insight into the process of curricular transformation, which at this stage takes place in action. The data suggest that cohesive ties are detectable by governing principles, such as spatial composition, rhythm, dialogue and information linking. In particular, the cohesive ties of elaboration and extension are detectable at the stage of performance. The revised model should reflect the processual aspects and features of presentations; therefore, the notions of inter semiotic relations and coordination of semiotic resources are key terms embedded in the model. These capture the relationship between the presenter and the semiotic artefact during performance.

Conclusion
This research project set out to determine how a common setting in contemporary teacher education could be described, analysed and understood. The strategy has been to devise a theoretical construct of curricular transformation in terms of a revision of the LDS model.

The LDS model was originally conceived of as a map that details the meaning-making activities that students undertake in compulsory school settings. The one-way process it depicts puts the pupils’ design activities at the center. The model reflects the epistemological belief that learning and knowing are equivalent to the re-designing and re-making of knowledge. The transformation of knowledge is a key term that captures the pupils’ interest and agency in the process of giving shape to knowledge.

Transferred to activities in teacher education that involve presentation, the LDS model is adapted to map students’ activities of pre-forming and performing knowledge. It may seem paradoxical that the model and the process it depicts in teacher education resemble a pedagogical paradigm that puts the teacher-led transformation and transmission of knowledge at its center. This view of teaching becomes apparent if the sessions observed are interpreted as an activity intended to simulate activities in schools outside the realm of teacher education. The current trend in epistemology, on the contrary, acknowledges the agency of the learner in the construction of knowledge (Biesta & Osberg, 2007). The revised LDS model may then work as a reminder that Shulman’s ideas of the representation and transformation of subject content is a dynamic enterprise, where representation is neither the semiotic artefact alone nor the teacher’s speech and actions alone. Rather, the representation of the topic at hand occurs in the multimodal interplay between the pre-formed and the performer.

The settings observed may also be interpreted as activities in which teacher candidates participate as learners of teaching. In that respect, the LDS model may aid in directing the focus towards the topics that are represented, which in this case are the students’ own experiences from practicum and their reflexive analysis of the preparation for and outcome of their music lessons. Conceived of as learners of teaching, the student teachers perform their own reflections on recent experiences from practicum placement. Presentations supported by PowerPoint may then be considered a vehicle for reflexive practice. The learning dimension is captured by how the students become able to engage in the discourses of the profession using the available modes and media of the socially situated settings to express their meaning.
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“Playin” the changes’—A jazz approach to researching student-teachers’ PowerPoint presentations

Øystein Kvinge

Abstract: The current study aims to interpret student-teachers’ PowerPoint presentations using concepts derived from jazz improvisation. The purpose of the study is to acquire insight on how knowledge is instantiated in action in a ubiquitous educational setting. If musical lead sheets depict the draft model that provides players with a framework for improvising, Power Point slides may be studied in terms of their properties as an improvisational framework. Works for performance vary in their constitutive properties, differing in terms of how much slack is left for the performer’s interpretation. The concepts of horizontal and vertical playing are adopted to study the performance of the student teachers’ PowerPoints slides. A vertical approach involves elaborating and expanding on the constituent parts of the slides, whereas a horizontal approach involves connecting the pre-formed elements into coherent linear phrases. The outcome of the study is a model with a double matrix that supports a reflection on how curricula are transformed by being pre-formed and performed. Since the model illustrates the students agentive re-shaping of curricula, the model is aligned with the essential teaching skills conceptualised as Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). In view of PCK, improvisation should be considered a skill that is required to mediate the transformation of the pre-formed during performance. Empirical data are collected by video recording music students’ presentations of music lessons planned for their practicum placement.
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PUBLIC INTEREST STATEMENT
This study is motivated by teachers who report that they improvise when they teach. The study puts PowerPoint-led teaching under scrutiny, investigating how student-teachers perform their PowerPoint slides. To focus the research, the concept of improvisation is borrowed from jazz music. In jazz, improvisation involves reworking pre-composed materials and designs. By analysing presentations, it appears that students who present also rework their own pre-composed designs as they talk through their slides. The study summarises its findings by presenting a model that shows how slides vary from being “thin” to “thick” in terms of content. The presenters’ performances of slides span between elaborating on the givens or by connecting the givens without adding information. The study concludes that improvisation can be considered a teaching skill that captures what students do when they transform and represent knowledge, both at the stage of pre-forming and performing.
By Øystein Kvinge

My assertion is that the key features that teaching should share with jazz music and theatrical improvisation, although it currently does not, is the availability of an explicitly held and deliberately taught body of knowledge about how to successfully improvise in order to accomplish the intended aims of the profession (Dezutter, 2011)

1. Introduction

In the knowledge and information society of the twenty-first century, teaching with the visual support of presentation software, such as PowerPoint, Prezi and Keynote, has become a widespread format for producing and disseminating knowledge. A recent study revealed that 92% of lecturers at Bergen University in Norway utilise these tools in their teaching (Kjeldsen & Guribye, 2015). In a national survey conducted in 2014 across all institutions of higher education in Norway, 90% of the teacher staff and 56% of the students reported that they use presentation tools on a regular basis (Digital tilstand 2014/2015). Teacher education is not exempted from this practice, and student-teachers gain first-hand experience with the ubiquitous practice of presenting when they share the outcome of various subjects’ assignments with their peers. Thus, presentations have a double function: they are a format resorted to by teacher educators and student-teachers alike.

Previous research on the use of presentation software in educational settings has mainly addressed the use of PowerPoint, noting how the technology affects the dynamics of pedagogical settings and the general relationship between the presenter and students (Craig & Amernic, 2006), and even going so far to claim that receivers may become “passively engaged” and not “actively engaged” (Jones, 2003). PowerPoint elevates form over content (Tufte, 2003) because the templates exert a particular formatting to the presentations. Inevitably, the content becomes reduced to bullet points, which affects the tacit, mimetic and dialogic dimensions of the teaching–learning relationship (Adams, 2006). A strain of research investigated what design principles may help the presenter communicate more effectively. Students’ own preferences have been assessed as to what construction principles works best (Apperson, Laws, & Scepansky, 2008; Rockwell & Singleton, 2007). Based on the cognitive load theory (Sweller, 2011), it is argued that the design of PowerPoint slides should adhere to the principles of coherence and redundancy by avoiding extraneous information (Atkinson & Atkinson, 2004; Clark, Nguyen, & Sweller, 2011).

Recent studies on presentations in academic settings have applied a multimodal framework for the analysis of the practice (Jurado, 2015; Querol-Julían & Fortanet-Gómez, 2014; Rawley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas, 2005; Zhao, Djonov, & van Leeuwen, 2014). Affiliated with the linguistic research on language in use, these studies are based on an understanding that during presentations, meaning is made through the interplay of multiple semiotic resources or modes, not by speech or text alone. Here, modes constitute resources for making meaning (Kress, 2010), and they are deployed concurrently during presentations, that is, the speaker elaborates through the modes of speech on information presented on screen through the modes of image and text. Taking the stance that meaning occurs in the context of signs mediated by technology and embodied action, the presenter is attended to as a sign maker (Camiciottoli & Fortanet-Gómez, 2015).

By adopting a multimodal approach to examine presentations, the current study aims to contribute a new understanding of the epistemology of teaching as it is conducted in teacher education in the twenty-first century. Presenting entails giving curricular items a shape and form for representation across a series of slides. Ideally, the design is adapted to the target audience’s prior knowledge. Therefore, the presentation draws on the teaching skills of curricular transformation and curricular representation that constitute a part of the concept of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK).
PCK is a construct that describes the essential skills particular to the teaching profession. However, the transformation and representation of curricula are not completed by merely designing the slides; this process becomes completed in action as the presenter interacts with the elements on the slides i.e. by elaborating on the content and providing examples. Researching presentations, thus, provides an opportunity to study PCK as it unfolds in teacher education by “discovering and describing how knowledge is implemented and instantiated in practice” and by studying “(...) how the act of doing influences the nature of knowledge itself” (Mishra & Koehler, 2006, p. 23).

Based on the empirical data derived from music student-teachers’ presentations of compulsory assignments for their peers, the current study proposes a model that describes the dynamic interplay that occurs during presentations between the presenter and the digital representation of curricula featured on the slides. Acknowledging that presentations encompass the articulation of knowledge in action, the present study utilises theoretical perspectives from the performing arts as analytical tools. In particular, the concept of improvisation is applied as an analytical lens because the ability to improvise resides in the tension between the pre-formed and the performed.

1.1. Performing the pre-formed
The act of presenting can be likened to that of a performance. Performance theorists have agreed that “all performance is based upon some pre-existing model, script or pattern of action” (Carlson, 2017, p. 12), and there is no performance without pre-formance (MacAloon, 1984). The student-teachers observed in the current study transformed curricular items by turning them into a pre-formed (Van Leeuwen, 2016) representation of the current topic in terms of text and images on a set of slides; these are performed during the presentation. The performance aspect is also a result of knowledge communication being decontextualised by the mediation technologies (Knoblauch, 2008). Thus, this type of performance is inescapably influenced and governed by the pre-formed because the pre-formed designs of the PowerPoint slides are drafts by their very nature and require someone to perform them to form them into some sort of coherent meaning.

The use of metaphors in exploring a domain for research may reveal connections that otherwise might not be seen. Using jazz improvisation as the root metaphor (Pepper, 1942) can enable the researcher to use a concept as a heuristic device to assist in understanding a different field (Black, 1962). A standard notation format for music within the jazz community is the lead sheet. The current study views the lead sheet as a pre-formed element that guides a jazz musician’s improvised performance. By acknowledging the “draft” nature of the constituent parts of lead sheets, concepts from a musical domain can be ported to the context of education by force of metaphor: similarly, the PowerPoint slides are draft designs. Contrary to scores for classical music, the lead sheets are sparse in terms of how much musical information is represented. These provide “the bare bone-bones musical information—melody, chords and form—that you need to play a tune” (Baerman, 2004, p. 20). This musical framework leaves a substantial space for the performer(s) to interpret and rework the musical material. Lead sheets depict “the kind of skeletal model that typically provides players with a framework for improvising” (Berliner, 1994, p. 507). However, the free space is not limitless because “with a lead sheet, players are in a genuine sense “tied to” the “score”—that is, they must agree to submit to the “givens” of the piece and respond accordingly” (Nielsen, 2015, p.5).

The notions of “thick” and “thin” works are used by the philosopher Stephen Davies to describe musical works’ constitutive properties (Davies, 2001). “Thin works” are characterised as featuring few determinative properties compared to their counterpart, “thick” works. Pieces that are represented as lead sheets, and thus only provide the melody, chords and form, can be considered thin works. An important observation is that the thinner the work is, the freer the performer is “to control aspects of the performance” (Davies, 2001, p. 20). Consequently, pertaining to the performance of thin works, most qualities of the performance should be ascribed to the performer’s interpretation, not to the work.
Building on the notion that jazz improvisation is guided by the pre-formed constituent properties of “lead sheets”, in the current study, jazz will be utilised as a toolbox that supplies the theoretical devices for studying student-teachers’ performances of the pre-formed curricula. Hence, the research question is as follows:

*How does improvisation materialise in the interplay between the pre-formed curricula and the performer in student-led PowerPoint presentations in teacher education?*

### 1.2. Improvisation—Reworking the pre-composed

The epistemological motivation for researching improvisation as a professional skill can be found in prior debates on what constitutes professional knowledge. An important contribution to the debate is Schön’s critique of the prevailing view of the time that competent practice is the “application of knowledge to instrumental decisions” (Schön, 1992, p. 9). Schön questioned the ability of theoretical knowledge to capture the “indeterminate zones of practice” and hence called for a view of professional practice as a reflection exercised in and on action. The tacit dimension of practice may be referred to as “art” (Eisner & Reinhartz, 1984) or “professional artistry” (Kinsella, 2010) because the conception of art contrasts with the positivistic view on practice as guided by theory. “Pedagogical tact” (Van Manen, 1986) is in its very practice a kind of knowing; it captures the teachers’ ability to know instantly how to deal with the interactive teaching-learning situations. Montuori (2003) brought the concept of improvisation into the discussion on professional practice using the term as a musical metaphor to “bring in all the elements from the arts that were successfully avoided by the social sciences” (Montuori, 2003, p. 239).

The Latin root of improvisation is *improvisus*, or unforeseen or unprepared. In his landmark book *Thinking in Jazz*, ethno-musicologist Paul Berliner (1994) claimed that the popular conception of improvisation as “performance without previous preparation” is fundamentally misleading; he revealed there is “a lifetime of preparation and knowledge behind every idea that an improviser performs” (Berliner, 1994, p. 17). Berliner’s definition of improvisation in jazz music is as follows:

> Improvisation involves reworking pre-composed material and designs in relation to unanticipated ideas conceived, shaped and transformed under the special conditions of performance, thereby adding unique features to every creation. (1994, p. 241)

A close reading of educational researchers Beghetto and Kaufman’s (2011) definition reveals that they modified Berliner’s wording to fit in the domain of education. Their interpretation of improvisation may serve as an example of how other researchers also have looked at the performing arts and borrowed analytical concepts from this realm to explore the domain of education. Beghetto and Kaufman (2011) identified *curricula* as the material subject to transformation across two stages—as-planned and as-lived:

> Disciplined improvisation in teaching for creativity involves reworking the curriculum-as-planned in relation to unanticipated ideas conceived, shaped and transformed under the special conditions of the curriculum-as-lived, thereby adding unique or fluid features to the learning of academic subject matter (p. 96).

The current study departs from the common denominators shared by the above definitions of improvisation. By analysing these definitions, it becomes clear that the concept of improvisation encompasses elements and processes that must be operationalised in the current study to make the concept work as a utility for researching the practice of presentation. First, the current study identifies the PowerPoint slides created by student-teachers as “pre-composed materials and designs”. These can be examined according to their constituent properties and considered “lead sheets” around which the processual aspects of presentation revolves. In this regard, the definitions of improvisation convey “re-working” as the process that unfolds during performance. Then, the current
study must apply methods for identifying and describing the processes of reworking the curricular designs, which is expected to take place in the observed settings where student-teachers perform their PowerPoint slides. If this happens, the research question can be responded to in terms of how improvisation materialises in the interplay between the pre-formed curricula and the student performer. In the following section, the methodological approach will be outlined in more detail.

2. Method

The present study was organised around a compulsory assignment in music pedagogy that was given to a group of 18 first-year music student-teachers at a Norwegian teacher training college. The student-teachers were required to work individually or in groups of two to three to make plans for a music lesson that they would later carry out during practicum placement in a primary school. The aim of their lesson would be to teach a song of their choice to a group of pupils. Using the didactic relation model (Bjørndal, 1978) and core texts on music pedagogy from the syllabus, student-teachers were asked to write an assignment on their own reflections on the didactic aspects of teaching this song to their target group. This assignment would later be converted to PowerPoint slides and presented by the student-teachers to their peers under supervision of their subject teacher. All the student-teacher presentations were subject to video observations and constituted the empirical material of the current study.

The total number of presentations was 12, and each presentation spanned from six to eight slides. The total number of slides presented was 75. The average duration of a presentation was 8:45 min. A single HD camera was positioned at the back of the classroom to capture the student-teachers’ actions, speech and projected PowerPoint slides. During the presentations, field notes were made using an observation template, and emerging issues were addressed in a full class subsequently after each session.

The current study was designed to be an instrumental case study (Stake, 1995). The instrumental case study is an appropriate tool because it facilitates an understanding of a particular phenomenon other than the case itself. In the present study, the cases comprise several presentations performed by music student-teachers; however, the phenomena external to the situations is that of improvisation, which in the current context is perceived of as a skill that is manifested in the student-teachers’ design and reworking of the PowerPoint slides. In instrumental case study research, the focus of the study is more likely to be known in advance and then designed around an established theory or methods. The case is of secondary interest: it plays a supportive role, and it facilitates our understanding of something else (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Importing the concepts derived from jazz improvisation provides a theoretical framework that helps conceptualise the phenomena under scrutiny. It is common for instrumental case studies to “test existing theory in a real site” (Mills, Durepos, & Wiebe, 2010), and the use of an instrumental case may, as demonstrated by the current study, facilitate the development and demonstrate the applicability of the existing theory in a different domain than where it originated.

The instrumental case study approach does not attempt to draw on a statistical defence of the claims of regularity. At the heart of the approach is the concern for local, situated evidence of the relevance of the analysis (Heath, Hindmarsh, & Luff, 2010). The aim of analysing situated, social activity is usually related to how participants make meaning in naturally occurring interactions where information about the setting, manipulation of objects, body language and so forth may need to be integral to transcription (Lancaster, Hauck, Hampel, & Flewitt, 2013). The collected video material was transcribed using the HyperTranscribe software (Hesse-Biber, Kinder, & Dupuis, 2009). Primarily, the spoken words of the presenters were attended to and transcribed to text in their entirety. The text components of the accompanying slides were transcribed and included as separate text sections in the transcripts, demarcated by brackets to separate the units from the spoken words. Images were represented in the transcripts by text snippets that describe the content of the image.
The transcribed files were imported into the HyperResearch software for coding, categorisation, review and annotation. A priori codes derived from the multimodal theory were first applied to segments to capture the various kinds of organising principles that pertain to the pre-formed slides as separate entities and between the pre-formed slides and the performer during the presentation. In the next iteration, codes were grouped according to common features and categorised in abstract terms. The latter representation of the data formed the basis on which an evaluation of candidate concepts from within the jazz theory could be made.

3. Analytical framework

To support the analysis of the data from the field, the current study adopted the learning design sequence (LDS) (Figure 1) as an analytical framework (Selander, 2008, 2017; Selander & Kress, 2010). This model was selected because it reflects the properties of improvisation, as discussed above, in that it conceptualises the elements and processes of the pre-formed and performance. The LDS may be conceived of as a theoretical map that identifies the learner’s activities at the level of sign-making. Thus, the model aligns the current study with the branch of studies on PowerPoint that are grounded in a multimodal social semiotic approach.

A basic assumption of social semiotics is that “meanings derive from social action and interaction using semiotic resources as tools”. It stresses the agency of sign makers, focusing on modes and their affordances, as well as the social uses and needs they serve (Jewitt, Bezemer, & O’Halloran, 2016, p. 58).

A key aspect of social semiotics is that sign-making, and thereby the acts of meaning making, is a motivated activity. Essential is the notion that the sign-maker, guided by his or her interest, selects from the available resources to make an apt representation—or sign—of the aspect of the world that is in focus at the moment. In an educational context, the sign-making activity is thought to be pedagogically motivated. In semiotic terms, communication is about selecting the most apt signifier for the signified. And signs, which are the expression side of meaning, are thought to be continuously remade according to the need of the person acting. Signs are not a stable entity; rather, the social semiotic approach sees a sign as being invented by the acting person because of the needs of the given situation in the given social setting.

Multimodal research attends to the interplay between modes to look at the specific work of each mode and how each mode interacts with and contributes to the others in the multimodal ensemble. In the current setting, this multimodal cohesion occurs across meaning-making devices within the pre-formed slide and between the pre-formed slides and the presenter during a performance.

In the settings observed in the current study, the student-teachers engaged with the assignment in two stages that correspond to the first and second transformation units of the learning design sequence. In the first unit, the learner directed his or her transformative engagement towards the reflexive written assignment that they had completed individually or by work in groups. Available were the semiotic resources afforded by the software (PowerPoint), that is, text, fonts, images and colours, which allowed the student-teachers to convert their written text into a multimodal representation. In material terms, the outcome of the first cycle was a PowerPoint slideshow, and this is what is referred to as a representation in the LDS-model and a lead sheet according to the jazz metaphor. The first transformation unit maps the part of the process where the representation is pre-formed.

The second unit of the LDS-model maps the stage in the process where the presenter performed the pre-formed. The settings that were observed and video recorded for the current study were numerous instances of the second transformation unit. This unit made up settings where knowledge could be instantiated in action by being performed by a presenter. Although the transformation of curricula now takes place in real time, the presenter’s agency and interest were also considered to be guiding the transformative processes across the modes available in the situation. The
The researcher’s focus was directed towards the multimodal interplay that occurred between the pre-formed semiotic artefact, referred to as a representation in the LDS, and the student-teacher’s actions, such as speech and gesture.

By attending to the multimodal composition of the slides and the multimodal interaction between the performer and pre-formed, the stage was set to analyse the elements and processes observed using the concepts derived from jazz. By doing so, the research question could be answered: how improvisation materialises in the interplay between the presenter and the representation of curricula. In the following section, the two transformation units of the LDS will be placed under closer scrutiny by testing the appropriate concepts from the art of jazz improvisation as analytical devices.

3.1. Analysis: Pre-formed Slides
To approach the PowerPoint slides as “lead sheets”, two contrasting samples will be discussed in the following section. The two samples were selected because they are representative of the variation width (Yin, 2003, 2012) in the data material in terms of how much pre-composed materials were featured on the slides. Considered as “lead sheets”, they differ in their configuration because the “givens” vary from being sparse on the one hand and more towards being fully articulated texts on the other. This observation suggests that pre-formed PowerPoint slides may be positioned along an axis spanning from “thin” to “thick”, depending on how much space they leave for the presenter’s interpretation.

3.1.1. A thin work
Contextually, the sample slide below (Figure 2) is captured from the introduction part of a presentation made by a music student-teacher, and it provides an overview of the content of the lesson he planned for his practicum placement. His lesson was based on using the tune “La ti do re” as a warm-up exercise for the primary school students. The tune is based on the Sol-fa-principle, where the syllables of the text correspond to the pitch. The slide was displayed for his peers during his explanation of the Sol-fa-principle and how he intended to introduce the tune to his pupils.

Design wise, the slide is based on a template off the PowerPoint software. Wave shapes divide the screen vertically between superordinate elements, such as the main headline and subordinate
content elements. The main heading is centre aligned. The text elements are featured in a bulleted list, aligned left, consisting of five list items that are keywords. In terms of cohesion, the spatial organisation of the elements suggests that the keywords belong together and that they refer to various aspects of the main headline. Figure 2 represents a form in terms of how the elements that are subject to being performed—the list items—are placed in a certain order. The content is reduced to a “bare-bones” state in that the list items feature a bare minimum: just the keywords. In terms of its properties as a “lead sheet”, the heading is given similar prominence as the title of a tune, hinting at what the work thematically is focused on. Despite its sparse inherent information load, the layout suggests cohesive ties between the heading and the constitutive elements of the list items. As a piece of a work subject to performance, the slide can be characterised as “thin” in that the content, being keywords, do not fully articulate meaning and leave the presenter with the challenge of interpreting and articulating the keywords’ meaning during the performance of the slide.

3.1.2. Thick work

The context of the next sample is a student-teacher’s presentation of a generic plan for instructing a musical learning process to a group of primary school pupils. Her presentation began with the slide below (Figure 3), which introduces the concept of curricular aims on various levels as an organising principle for a teacher’s work. Throughout her presentation, she broke down the principle of the aim as an overarching idea down to how it determines her own planning of the lesson to be conducted in practicum.

Figure 3 is not based on a design template. It features ordered text elements on a white background. The heading stands out because of its heavier weight in terms of font size. The main text elements are organised as three bulleted list items. The first list item is a sentence fragment that establishes a cohesive tie to the heading, elaborating on it. The second list item elaborates on the first list item by providing further specification. A nested list item, in terms of a sentence fragment, further elaborates on the second list item. The final bulleted item is a quotation from a textbook from the syllabus for the music student-teachers’ education.

Figure 3. “Thick work”.

Aim

- Various aims for various subjects
- Three main aims of Music: «Musicking», «Composing» and «Listening»
  - Partial aims pertaining to each main aim
- «The aims are organised by what the pupils are expected to have achieved by 2., 4., 7. and 10th grade. For a shorter period of teaching, it may be smart to make work related aims which will be more specific compared to the other aims. (Hanken & Johansen, 2013, p. 60)»
Inherent cohesion exists among the list items by means of how each element elaborates on the one above by further specifying or extending on the meaning’s potential. The inherent logic of the list items can be considered nested in terms of how they support the item above by elaborating or extending on its meaning.

In terms of being a lead sheet, the heading may be perceived of as the title of a work. It introduces the overall theme, or “aim”, that then becomes gradually more elaborated on throughout the form. The structure of Figure 3 is organised using a bulleted list. The list provides the slide with a form, which suggests the order in which the items should be addressed by a performer. The internal cohesion supports this view in that the cohesive ties in terms of elaboration move from the general headline, which states the topic, to the specifics of the quotation from the syllabus at the bottom of the slide. The “givens” of this slide contrast those of the previous sample (Figure 2) in that the list items are more elaborate and self-contained in terms of their expression of meaning. The sentence fragments articulate meaning more specifically than the keywords do, as does the quotation from the syllabus to an even greater extent. Therefore, the slide suggests the existence of a “thick” work in terms of PowerPoint slides that have cohesive and more articulated determinative properties.

3.2. Lead sheets performed—Horizontal and vertical approaches

Having analysed aspects of the pre-formed slides in terms of their properties as “lead sheets”, the next step is to identify what concepts derived from jazz may pertain to the stage of performance. Berliner explained that “Performers are also sensitive to the relationship between the constituent elements of the phrase and their harmonic backgrounds” (1994, p. 250); this suggests that there is a relationship between the melodic invention of the jazz improviser and the underlying harmonies that constitute an important part of the “givens” of the lead sheet. Researching improvisation in educational settings, therefore, requires the researcher to attend to the interplay between the presenter’s utterances and the elements of the digital representation of the curricula.

Method accounts on jazz improvisation within musicology refer to the terms horizontal playing and vertical playing, which capture two approaches to improvisation that both relate to the underlying lead sheet; however, they do so in different manners. A vertical approach to performing jazz tunes is based on the underlying chord schedule by “relating to each chord change as it passes” (Longo, 1992, as cited in Holbrook, 2008, p. 3). The soloist’s musical material articulates the chords or the base chord’s remote extensions and alterations using the pitches derived from the chord for melodic invention. A horizontal approach is less concerned with describing each chord and incorporating the chord changes in the formulation of melodies, though it does rely on chord progression as a general rule (Berliner, 1994, p. 128). Amadie and Christensen (1990) explained the distinction between the two approaches as improvisation based on chords and improvisation based on scales, where a scale-based approach is equivalent to horizontal playing. A simple explanation of the horizontal approach would be “superimposing a scale or mode over an entire chord progression” (Berliner, 1994, p. 128). In the following, this relationship between the pre-formed and the performed is transferred from the domain of jazz improvisation to the practice of presenting. The terms “vertical” and “horizontal” approach will be tested as analytical devices that can describe the performance of slides by applying the terms to samples that match the characteristics of “thick” and “thin” works.

3.2.1. Ex. 1–Vertical approach to performing a “thin work”

The context of the next sample is a student-teacher’s explanation of his planned music lesson. In the slide, he gives an account of how external factors might impact his plans. His analysis of what constitutes external factors is a step towards integrating the principles of the didactic relations model (Bjørndal, 1978) into his planning. The student-teacher engages with the curricula of teacher education by making a qualified assessment of what local terms and conditions might impact his own teaching during his practicum placement.
The student-teacher’s slide (Figure 4) contains a headline and one bulleted list. The template emphasizes the division between the title and content of the page using a graphical shape and colour to set them apart. The title and the four list items are single keywords, which leave a large space for the performer’s interpretations. There is a semantic link between the headline and the list items in that the keywords detail the topic introduced by the headline. A form in terms of the order of the elements is indicated by the list itself. The slide is considered “thin” because the determinate properties are few and not fully articulated; hence, there is space remaining for the performer to interpret the lead sheet.

The student-teacher performed the list items of the slide one by one. “Time” was elaborated on by providing several examples of scenarios that might occur in practice. Coping strategies in the case of too much time were also mentioned. The elaboration made by the student-teacher moved beyond what is suggested by the keywords alone. It is therefore relevant to draw a parallel between the concept of vertical improvisation and the way of extending the meaning’s potential of the “givens” of a PowerPoint slide. In this case, the student-teacher related to the underlying material by outlining the elements one by one and elaborating on what the list items might mean in a given setting. Likewise, jazz soloists who apply a vertical approach move beyond the “givens” of the chord symbols of the lead sheet, which by convention is represented in its most basic form, and outline the harmony by creating melodic material derived from the chord’s extensions and its alterations. The sample in Figure 4 exemplifies a vertical approach to performing a thin work.

### 3.2.2. Ex 2—Vertical approach to performing a “thick work”

The context of the next sample is a music student-teacher’s presentation of her plans for a lesson on teaching pupils older songs. Because the student-teacher’s practicum placement coincided with a school anniversary, the choice of the musical theme was influenced by the local circumstances.

The sample slide below (Figure 5) features a headline that states its topic. Two bullet points follow, and a colour image aligned to the right extends the last sentence. There is cohesion between the heading and the two bulleted items. The heading states the topic—“Aim of the Lesson”—and the two sentences appear to formulate the aims by further specifying what those aims are. There is no reference that states where the formulation of the aims is taken from or if they are quotations of curricula or student-made formulations. The order of the elements indicates that the second element elaborates on what is expressed in the first one. The image depicts a group of pupils wearing...
vintage clothes. There is no caption for the image that would help linking the motif of the photo to
the text, but the reference to “older times”, as expressed in the first list item, becomes more specific
in terms of the image, which displays the enactment of “old times” in the local context of the school
classroom.

The slide is comparatively more self-explained than the “thin” slide referred to above; its content
is more articulated, and its meaning is expressed across several modes, such as text, photo and
layout. The slide in Figure 5 serves as an example of “thick” work.

The performance of this “thick” work was vertically oriented, that is, towards the “givens” and by
elaborating on these “givens”. The opening phrase extended the meaning of the content of the slide
by specifying that the aims are formulations that come from the national curriculum. Thus, the
speech provided the reference for the aims formulated on the slide, which now can be understood
as quotations of external sources. Furthermore, an explanation was provided as to why the curricu-
lar aims were selected. The photo was commented on, and the comment anchored (Barthes, 2003)
the photo in the context by emphasising what aspects of the image to attend to; it is the clothing
that is of interest and that contributes to expanding the scope of the student-teacher’s account on
the experiences from practicum.

The performance complied with a vertical approach, yet this time, it was based on a “thick” work.
Although the “givens” of the slide were comparatively elaborated on, the speech contributed impor-
tant contextual information that extended the overall meaning potential of the components of the
slide.

3.2.3. Ex. 3–Horizontal approach to performing a “thin work”
The sample below is the introductory slide performed by a student-teacher who planned a music
lesson for her practicum placement and who aimed at teaching her pupils a more popular song. The
slide serves as an overview that addresses parts of the local and external conditions that could im-
 pact her planned lesson.

No layout from the available PowerPoint templates was applied to her slides. The main items are
a headline on white background and a bulleted list that suggest a form, determining in what order
to address the elements. The headline is generic in that it does not address the specifics of the stu-
dent-teacher’s assignment. The headline does not immediately connect semantically with the five
items on the list; however, the topics suggested by the list items indicate that what is represented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic Integration</th>
<th>Performed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pre-formed | Student (speech): Ahm, we used for a
| | starting point some competence aims
| | of the curricula for 5th until 7th
| | grade, and these we broke down and
| | turned into learning aims for the
| | lesson. Ahm, one of those, perform
| | songs and tunes from older times, we
| | included since when we were there,
| | the school ran a week-long theme,
| | ehm, due to the anniversary, ahm,
| | and as you can see from the photo,
| | one of the days the pupils dressed up
| | in clothes from older times. |

Figure 5. Thick work subject to vertical performance.
are the local conditions for the planned lesson. The list elements are keywords, sentence fragments and sentences, leaving room for interpretation. The bottom two items are sentences that express meaning on their own. The draft character and the short-hand writing of the constituent parts indicate that the sample below can be considered “thin” (Figure 6).

The performance of the slide differed from the previous sample. Most notably, the performance was characterised by linking together the “givens” already present on the slide into a coherent whole, as opposed to elaborating and extending on the potential meaning of the items. The student initiated the spoken phrase by establishing the slide as “her starting point”. The information then became contextualised in the local, which was the host school for her practicum placement. What followed were the list items linked together by speech but with one exception: the title of the song was not “given” on the pre-formed slide. The performance resembled that of a jazz improviser’s horizontal approach in that it oriented towards creating a coherent “line” by linking together and, thus superimposing, the “givens” along the temporal dimension. A vertical approach was not applied because there was little “going beyond the givens” by elaborating or extending on the meaning potential of the list items. Hence, the slide represents a horizontal approach to performing a thin slide.

3.2.4. Ex 4.–Horizontal approach to performing a “thick work”

The final example captures how a student-teacher gave an account of the aim of his planned music lesson. According to the didactic relation model, the “aim” was a specific category that the music student-teachers should address when planning their lessons. In the slide, the aims are formulated as references to the general guidelines of the national curricula, and these general aims should be reflected by the concrete learning activities devised by students as they carry out the planning of their own lessons.

The sample below (Figure 7) is based on a design template from the PowerPoint software. Wave shapes contribute to dividing the screen vertically between superordinate elements, such as the main headline and the subordinate content elements. The main heading is aligned in the centre and reads “Aim”, which in turn is more general compared to the more elaborate “Aim of the Lesson” in the previous example. The content elements are featured as three sentences organised in a bulleted list that are aligned to the left. A separate list headline applies for all three subsequent list items in that they are all indented; however, the third is separated from the rest by an extra line space. Therefore, the final list element is ambiguous as to whether it belongs to the main list or if it is a separate entity.

---

**Figure 6. A thin slide subject to horizontal performance.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semiotic Integration</th>
<th>Performed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Didactics assignment</strong></td>
<td>Student: Ahm, for a starting point I have a double lesson of ninety minutes. Ahm, where the class consists of fifteen pupils and one teacher. The aim of the lesson, is, that the pupils shall learn a song, which is Hallelujah, ahm, and I have allowed for developing it into project work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Double lesson (90 min)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 15 pupils</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1 teacher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Aim: Pupils shall learn to sing a song (vocal and instruments)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Can be developed into a project work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In terms of cohesion, the list items can be interpreted as an elaboration of the headline: the main headline “Aim” is further specified by the list headline that reads “Competence aim”. The list items may be read as detailing what the competence aims of the national curricula are. However, the last item on the list, which is separated from the rest by an extra line space, remains ambiguous in that it may either be taken as a general principle, one responding to the headline, or taken as a formulation of the aim of the concrete lesson that was explained by the student. This slide may be labelled “thick” in that it features elements that articulate meaning on their own with, to some extent, cohesive ties among them.

The performance of the slide followed the order of the content elements and abided to the inherent form of the slide. Beginning with a conjunction, the student-teacher glued the “given” elements of the slide together by pronouncing what was written. There was minimal elaboration on the elements, the only instance being the specification expressed as “no surprise but, the aim of the lesson is”, which contributed to tying the final list item to the local context, thus separating the element from the two above, which referred to the competence aims expressed in the curricula. The performance of the sample represented a horizontal approach to a “thick” piece of work. The determinative properties of the slides were foregrounded and given a linear verbal representation, with few alterations contributed by the performer. There was no going in-depth beyond the givens, which characterises a horizontal approach.

4. Discussion

The analysis of the samples above indicates that a student-teacher’s presentation can be positioned in a matrix consisting of two crossing continuums. The pre-formed slides reside between “thin” and “thick” works. “Thin” slides feature few determinative elements, and those elements that are present are not fully articulated in terms of their self-contained expression of meaning. “Thick” slides feature self-contained entities, such as sentences and paragraphs that may be quotations or originate from the student-teacher’s own text production. A second matrix reflects a span between the “vertical” and “horizontal”, which captures the student-teacher’s approach to articulating the constituent elements of the slide as these are performed. A vertical approach addresses the elements of the slides in terms of elaborating and extending on their potential meaning one by one. This is equivalent to the “chordal approach” that develops musical material by going beyond what is “given” by augmenting and altering the harmonic foundations of a jazz lead sheet. On the opposite end resides the horizontal approach, which attends to the linear articulation of the givens, or the preformed elements on the slides. This resembles the melodic approach to jazz improvisation, which pays less attention to going in-depth beyond the givens, but rather invents coherent lines stretching across several bars. These observations are summarised in the following matrix:

In terms of cohesion, the list items can be interpreted as an elaboration of the headline: the main headline “Aim” is further specified by the list headline that reads “Competence aim”. The list items may be read as detailing what the competence aims of the national curricula are. However, the last item on the list, which is separated from the rest by an extra line space, remains ambiguous in that it may either be taken as a general principle, one responding to the headline, or taken as a formulation of the aim of the concrete lesson that was explained by the student. This slide may be labelled “thick” in that it features elements that articulate meaning on their own with, to some extent, cohesive ties among them.

The performance of the slide followed the order of the content elements and abided to the inherent form of the slide. Beginning with a conjunction, the student-teacher glued the “given” elements of the slide together by pronouncing what was written. There was minimal elaboration on the elements, the only instance being the specification expressed as “no surprise but, the aim of the lesson is”, which contributed to tying the final list item to the local context, thus separating the element from the two above, which referred to the competence aims expressed in the curricula. The performance of the sample represented a horizontal approach to a “thick” piece of work. The determinative properties of the slides were foregrounded and given a linear verbal representation, with few alterations contributed by the performer. There was no going in-depth beyond the givens, which characterises a horizontal approach.

4. Discussion

The analysis of the samples above indicates that a student-teacher’s presentation can be positioned in a matrix consisting of two crossing continuums. The pre-formed slides reside between “thin” and “thick” works. “Thin” slides feature few determinative elements, and those elements that are present are not fully articulated in terms of their self-contained expression of meaning. “Thick” slides feature self-contained entities, such as sentences and paragraphs that may be quotations or originate from the student-teacher’s own text production. A second matrix reflects a span between the “vertical” and “horizontal”, which captures the student-teacher’s approach to articulating the constituent elements of the slide as these are performed. A vertical approach addresses the elements of the slides in terms of elaborating and extending on their potential meaning one by one. This is equivalent to the “chordal approach” that develops musical material by going beyond what is “given” by augmenting and altering the harmonic foundations of a jazz lead sheet. On the opposite end resides the horizontal approach, which attends to the linear articulation of the givens, or the pre-formed elements on the slides. This resembles the melodic approach to jazz improvisation, which pays less attention to going in-depth beyond the givens, but rather invents coherent lines stretching across several bars. These observations are summarised in the following matrix:

The double matrix should be regarded as a theoretical construct that can capture what improvisation entails in the current setting. The theoretical construct operationalises, here in an educational context, what may be considered key aspects of improvisation, as defined by Berliner (1994) and
The current project is grounded in a discussion of the nature of student-teachers' professional knowledge as it unfolds in teacher education in the twenty-first century. The dichotomy between seeing professional knowledge as the instrumental application of scientific knowledge on practice on the one hand and the metaphorical use of artistry on the other constitutes a backdrop towards which this project should be understood. The current study sought to find a middle ground between the two contrasting views by applying theoretical concepts derived from jazz improvisation to understand the aspects of presentations practiced in teacher education. Theorising improvisation constitutes a middle ground because it envisages the possibility of applying propositional knowledge, which is developed within the arts, on a knowledge practice that is liable to escape the articulation of its nature in propositional terms. The research effort should be regarded as an attempt to meet the need for developing a body of knowledge “about how to successfully improvise in order to accomplish the intended aims of the profession” (Dezutter, 2011, p. 29).

The design of the present study does not support making inferences as to what design and performance principles are the more efficient for learning and instruction. However, the double matrix may be aligned to the findings advocated by other studies on PowerPoint. A vertical performance of a thick slide may, in principle, conflict with the coherence principle (Clark et al., 2011), which encourages the exclusion of extraneous material. In practice, one should cut text on screen that will be narrated. In this sense, thin slides are favoured over thick slides, provided the presenter applies a vertical approach and goes beyond the givens of the slide. Such views are based on a cognitive approach to presentations that assumes that there are limits to how much information can be processed by the receiver at one time.

The outcome of the current study may inform the practices that take place in teacher education, wherein student-teachers present various topics for each other. The present study sees a presentation as a way of operationalising the concept of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). At the core of PCK are the core teaching skills of transformation and representation, both of which become activated as the student-teacher engages with the topic at hand when preparing it for presentation. The current study argues that the imported concept of improvisation is a factor that mediates the transition of turning the pre-formed into performance. Improvisation is the mediating activity on part of the student-teacher that negotiates the space between the pre-formed and the performed. The present study does advocate a view that a presentation may be considered an exercise where the curricular theory of teacher education is turned into practice; PCK is a skill that in the current context resides in the tension between the pre-formed and the performed because both are stages of transforming curricula into multimodal representations.

Then, what is the connection between presenting and teaching? The settings observed were selected for scrutiny because they represent a widespread mode of disseminating knowledge in teacher education and beyond. Still, the practice can be identified as belonging to the paradigm that sees teaching as a transmission of knowledge, a view that currently is being surpassed by a constructivist view of knowledge. In a similar vein, the practice observed can be understood as a method for student-teachers to construe their professional knowledge in terms of understanding teaching as a practice of representation. To a large extent, education relies on a representational epistemology (Osberg & Biesta, 2003) that is illustrated by the analysed samples above. The student-teachers’
own experiences from practicum and the concepts and ideas from the curricula of teacher education are turned into representations by the student-teachers’ own design of PowerPoint slides and in the subsequent performance of these.

A recent study (Kvinge, 2018) dealt in-depth with the student-teachers’ own representations of the teaching profession itself, as exemplified by their own reflexions on their experiences from practicum placement. Thereby, the student-teachers constructed their versions of what may be considered a teacher’s professional knowledge. The current study, however, shows that to represent the “aspects of the world” by means of a presentation is subject to the fluid logics of improvisation. Thereby, the representation cannot, from an epistemological point of view, be understood as one-to-one reflection of the real world it claims to be a reference of. Rather, the findings adhere to a constructivist view of knowledge, whereby student-teachers’ own presentations should be considered their agentive design of a version of “reality”, whether this reality is a curricular entity, such as a declaration of an aim for teaching outcome, or the student-teacher’s own recollections and analysis of experiences from a recent practicum placement.

The validity of the current study’s findings depends on whether the double matrix (Figure 8) can be considered as representing what it claims to be a model of. The current study is based on the observation of indicators thought to represent the phenomena of improvisation as conceived of by studying the application of improvisation in jazz. Through the process of analysis, a construct in terms of a double matrix is established to represent the findings of the research effort. Inferences have been made that the indicators observed in the field correspond with certain properties of improvisation, ones adopted from jazz. Based on these inferences, a theoretical construct has been visualised in the form of a model. Although a model has been constructed, the theoretical validity of it, according to Maxwell, is conditioned by the “… validity of the blocks from which the researcher builds a model, as these are applied to the setting or phenomenon studied” and “… to the validity of the way the blocks are put together, as a theory of this setting or phenomenon” (Maxwell, 1992, p. 291). In this case, the “blocks” are the theoretical devices borrowed from the domain of musical performances. These are borrowed because they, as metaphors, both capture the properties of the structures and frameworks presented in the current study and the different approaches to reworking the predesigned elements. Transparency, ensured by a multimodal approach to transcription, may invite the research community to judge whether the blocks indeed capture the indicators that the blocks are considered to be an instance of.

Figure 8. Variations of performances of the pre-formed.

- **Case 1**—Extension and elaboration on keywords
- Little inherent information, much information contributed by performer
- **Thin slide**
- **Horizontal approach**

- **Case 2**—Linking together of keywords
- Little inherent information, little elaboration.

- **Case 3**—Extension and elaboration on paragraphs, images and photos
- Much inherent information, much information contributed by performer
- **Thick slide**
- **Vertical approach**

- **Case 4**—Linking of multiple sentences, paragraphs
- Little elaboration, much inherent information
5. Conclusion
In the teacher education setting observed, the very presentations have been unidirectional because the student-teachers performed their presentations without inviting the listeners to participate in a dialogue. This has conditioned the research project to focus on the relationship between the performing student-teacher and the pre-formed semiotic artefact. In accordance with multimodal social semiotic principles, this focus was sufficient for investigating how meaning is instantiated in action across the meaning-making devices employed by the presenter in the design of a pre-formed artefact and by means of the embodied resources, such as speech. Future studies should take into consideration the co-construction of meaning that occurs when a third party, the student-teachers watching, contribute by participating in the dialogue. Such a study could be motivated by extending the existing research on classroom talk that is approached through the lens of improvisation and the jazz metaphor. The focus could then be directed towards the semiotic artefact to investigate if and how it impacts the dialogue in the common effort by the teacher and students to construe meaning.
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